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Pro " " " " .. vln.ce, s computorS  turned  off by str ike 
VICTORIA (CP) ' -  
Provincial government 
computers at the British 
Columbia Systems Corp. 
were shut down Tuesday as 
360 union employees 
prepared for a midnight 
. strike deadline, empty-handed because of the 
More than 4O,000 civil ser- walkout. 
rants and employees of 
Crown corporatinns, who 
were due to get their twice- 
monthly pay cheques this 
Friday, will be going home 
14 Flavors 
60TTLE DEPOT 
Beer b Pop BoUles 
4636 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10 a.m..6 p.m. dally except Sunday 
Frl. fill 9 p.m. 
Israel 
turns 
Sinai 
lands 
over 
1 
TEL AVIV (AP) --  Israel 
turned over 6,700 square 
kilometres of Sinai 
wilderness to Egypt on 
Tuesday as part of the 
Egyptian- Israel i  peace 
treaty, but sharp differences 
on self.rule for Palestinians 
remained as the two coun. 
tries prepared to resume 
autonomy negotiations. 
"Both sides are con. 
trlbuting to peace and both 
sides are making sacrifices 
for peace," said Israeli 
Brig..Gen. Dov Sion as he 
turned over control of a. 
triangular sector of south. 
central Sinai to Egyptian 
Brig. Gen. Saf-el-Din Avu 
Simaf. 
"We have achieved more 
in peace than we have by all 
our wars," Slon added. 
Meanwhile, .Rev. Jesse 
Jackson, an American black 
activist on a personal peace 
mission In the Middle East, 
urged the U.S. tolncrease its 
financial aid to Palestlnian 
r~ugeeS to correct what ~he 
said was unbalanced 
' assistance toIsrael. 
However, a strike or lockout 
would not be legal until the 
The local of the B.C. mediator, R. J. Phillips, 
Government Employees booked out of the dispute, 
Union served 72-hour strike which he had not done 
notice SetuP'day after Tuesday. 
mediated talks broke down. Robbie Robinson, union 
. r ,  , 
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spokesman, said theworkers 
would walk off the job 
whether or not Phillips 
reported out, 
The main issue in the 
dispute is management's 
proposal to remove xisting 
Ken Lambert accepts Ms prize trom Laufle 
Mallett, Skeena Mall's manager. 
Coho wins 
smoker 
"" I 
Ken Lambert is this week's winner of the 
Skeana Mall.Daily Herald Fishing Derby hidden 
weight prize. Lambert, a failer with Twin River 
Timber, caught he 7v4 pounder on Wednesday, 
Sept. 19. 
Lambert ook the fish from the Lower Kalum 
• river, and for his efforts he wins this week's prize 
~. ~ d LIKIe C .l}iQf elecU-le mucker. He is47 years 
' rid, and lives d t~ l  Keith StreetinTerrace. 
• . . . .  
' Jackson, officially Ignored 
by Israel, toured a 
Paleatinian refugee camp 
and then visited a memorial 
to Jewish victims of the 
Holocaust and the holy sites 
of Jeroslaem. 
• P r ime Min is ter  
Menachem Begin, who 
refused to meet Jackson, 
told a luncheon audience 
Tuesday that he could not 
accept well-meaning people 
who urged upon Israel a dia. 
logue with the Palostinian 
Li~ration Organization. 
"I have only one reply -- 
whoever ecognizes the PLO 
recognizes genocide," Begin 
said. 
In the desert, Israeli and 
Egyptian honor guards and 
hands accompanied the brief 
military ceremony at Abu 
Durba, a desert outpost on 
the Suez Gulf. Israel owered 
its flag at the site. at 11:25 
a.m. local time, and the 
Egyptian flag was then 
raised over the area. The 
ceremony marked the third' 
time Israel has turned over a 
Sinai parcel to Egypt under 
terms of the March treaty. 
Israeli and Egyptian 
negotiators esume talks on 
Paleatinian self.rule today in 
Alexandria, but the two 
countries have yet to grapple 
successfully with the issue of 
autonomy for the more than 
one million Arabs living 
under Israeli eeeupatinn on 
the West Bank of the Jordan 
River and in the Gaze Strip. 
Convict surrenders  
By JAMES ALLEN." Another hostage, 25.year. 
MONTREAL (CP) -- old clerk Jacques Lecompte, 
Denis Racine, leader of three had been released Monday 
convicts who were holding night. He was treated for 
four hostages at the federal shock and later released 
Archambault Institute, gave from hospital. 
himself up to prison Still being held are 
authorities Tuesday night., teachers Michel Pare and 
Assistant prison director John Brockman, security 
Laval Marchand said Racine officer Serge Gecffroy and 
gave himself up at 7:50 p.m. guard Martin Chevarie. 
EDT, and was immediately Penitentiary officials have 
transferred to the "super. 
maximum" Correctional 
Development Centre ad- 
jacent to the federal Laval 
Institute, where he will 
undergo psych iat r ic  
evaluation in the next few 
days. 
Meanwhile, negotiations 
continued with the two 
remaining convicts. 
"We hope that negotiations 
will go much more quickly 
with the other two convicts 
now that their leader has 
given himself up," Mar. 
chand said. 
The authorities are consid- 
ering Raeine's transfer to 
the Pinel Institute for the 
criminally insane, said 
Marehand. 
Radlne, waering jeans and 
a swe~t~hirt covered by a 
Ort Jacket, was led through 
automatic double-gates 
of the Archambault Institute 
by two prison guards. 
He arrived in a flood of 
lights set up by television 
cameramen, was placed 
behind a wide barrier in the 
rear of a prison pickup truck 
and driven to the corree. 
tional centre, 
Racine was serving a min. 
imum of 25 years for first de. 
gree murder, 
Earlier in the day, another 
weary-looking hostage-taker 
split from the group and 
gave himself up to 
authorities, and one hostage 
was released. 
The release of 23-year-old 
teacher Lise Roger -- the 
second of an original group 
of six hostages to he freed 
during the two-day ordeal -- 
was followed by a statement 
from Marchand which said 
the negotiating climate had 
improved. 
Marchend said Miss Roger 
was released by the 
prisoners "to demonstrate 
their good faith," and 
nothing was demanded in 
return. 
Lottery 
deal made 
OTTAWA iCP) --  Official 
agreement has been reached 
With the provincial govern- 
ments on the take-over of 
Loto Canada, Sport Minister 
Steve Papr-o eski announced 
Tuesday. 
He w i l ibe  visiting 
rovinclal capitals this week 
sign the agreement, 
reached last month in Ot- 
tawa. 
Under the agreement the 
provinces will pay $24 
million a year in ~luarterly 
installments of $6 million 
each to gain control of Loto 
Canada, set up in late 1976 to 
take over from thq Olympic 
Lottery, 
The lottery sells $10 
tickets. 
The federal government 
will dismantle the Loto 
Canada organization next 
year as the Inter-provincial 
Lottery Corp. takes over. 
identified the remaining hos. 
rage-takers as Michel 
Boudreault, serving four 
years for armed robbery and 
eeeapingo custody, and 
Serge Payeur, serving 10 could not be picked out by 
years for robbery with police snipers. 
violence and kidnapping. They asked for morphine 
as well, but that demand was 
Earlierin the day, officials also rejected. 
had rejected a demand for a 
bus to take the prisoners and Meanwhi le,  P ie r re  
the hostages to Montreal Thibauit, one of the group of 
from the penitentiary in Ste. four prisoners who seized the 
Annedes-Plaines, about 50 hostages in the prison school 
kilometres away. Monday morning, broke 
ranks with his accomplices 
The prisoners had wanted and surrendered to 
the bus windows painted out, authorities. He is serving an 
and also asked for identical 11-year sentence for at- 
clothing and hoods for tempted murder and armed 
themselves and the robbery. 
hostages, apparently so they Looking weak, Thibault 
Mair denies 
the coverup 
VICTORIA (CP) -- En- 
vironment Minister Rare 
Mair denied Tuesday claims 
that his ministry suppressed 
a report that warns of the 
danger of air pollution by the 
Gulf Canada Ltd. oil refinery 
in Kamloops. 
Mair said in an interview 
the report was an inter-of flea 
memorandum that senior 
ministry officials reviewed 
and rejected, 
Mair was responding to 
complaints by a former air 
engineer that the ministry 
hushed a a report hat said a 
sulphur recovery system 
was needed for the refinery 
in the southern Interior city. 
was led by two guards 
through the two 6-metre high 
fences surrounding Ar- 
chambault. His legs were 
manacled and his arms --  
with a cigarette dangling 
from one hand -- were 
chained to a belt around his 
David Allen, former air waist as he was hustled into 
engineer for the south, a van. 
centralregion, said the study Marchend could not say 
-- dated January, 1979 - -  why Thibault left the group, 
indicated that a tougher $2 but said he assumed it was 
million pollution control evidence the hostage-takers 
system wan needed at the were divided. 
plant. Alleged ringleader Racine 
He said an environinental spoke to his parents by phone 
monitoring system now. at Monday night and turned 
the plant is not sufficient and aside their appeal that he 
he resigned after he failed to free the hostages. Racine, 
get Gulf to install a scrubber ' who is not eligible for parole 
to remove sulphur dioxide, until the year 2001, said: 
"It's impossible for me to 
Mair said the report was stay here that long. That's 
written by Allen and "the why I must do something." 
~nior people of the staff The •conversation was re- 
lo~ked at it and simply ported b~Marchand, after 
rejected it," officials dlonitored the call.. 
job.security clauses and its 
refusal to give a wage offer 
comparable to the one 
agreed upon by 40,000 other 
members of the union. 
Several groups were ex- 
pected to be affected by the 
, , , ,~  
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strike. 
Businessmen dealing with 
the government will have to 
wait even longer than usual 
for payment; the B,C. 
Resources Investment Corp. 
will be unable to make share 
transfers and doctors won't 
be getting payments under 
the B.C. Medical Plan. 
Special arrangements 
were being made to ensure 
welfare recipients received 
their cheques. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SlLV46E LTD. 
Seal Cove Rd., Pr. Rupert 
624.663e 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals,, 
,bat ter ies ,  etc. Call us - We are 
open lion. through Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m, 
IN TERRACE 
Refugees 
set t le  in  
Sponsors adjusting too 
members of the Christian 
Reformed Church who 
are spomoring them are 
optimistic they will be 
able to cope with their 
new experience with 
minimum difficulties. 
Epp Talstra, one of the 
group members,  said 
Tuesday that other than 
having to keep turning 
up the heat in his house 
for them, everything is 
going smoothly. 
"Language is not a 
great  barrier, we get 
across to them very 
well,!: he, said. 
Lahn Viep, his wife and 
four children were told 
upon their arrival at the 
Talstra home "my home 
would be their home as 
long as they were to stay 
with them , safd 
Tulstra. 
Diep's, have a tran- 
slation booklet and 
Tuesday wmto a note to 
Kethleen Taistra stating 
"I am sorry I can't speak 
English," he said. 
The Diep's spent three 
months in MMaysia, said 
Talstra, after spending 
Rix days on board a boat 
where they were im- 
mediately robbed. 
"They All l ived under 
their coats for shelter," 
Talstra said. 
Diep's profession is 
listed with immigration 
as a auto r,~echanic's 
helper, but no job has 
been found yet, said 
Talstra. 
Talstra also stated that 
his phone has been 
I 
By ERLEEN COMEAU ringing with people of- are grateful, but they are 
Herald Staff Writer fering to assist the Diep able to cope with their 
The new refugee family, for .which they needs for the time being. 
residents who arrived in 
Terrace Monday are Grain workers quickly adjusting, and 
to ld  to settle 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Grain workers are being told 
by their union leaders to 
accept he settlement terms 
of federal conciliation 
commissioner Emmett Hall 
in order to keep grain ex- 
ports moving. 
Local 333 of the Grain 
Workers Union decided 
Tuesday to recommend the 
660 workers accept the pact, 
which provides a wage in- 
crease of 90 cents an hour in 
each year of a two-year 
contract, as well as other ira- 
couver would not only harm 
the country's farmer- 
producers but also damage 
Canada's exports beyond 
repair." 
Kancs said he hopes the 
workers will accept the 
union's ~ecommendations 
and Hall's unity message at 
a meeting scheduled for 
Sunday. 
The general increase will 
lift the base rate for laborers 
in the waterfront elevators to
$).0.92 an hour, beginning 
Jan, I, Tradosmen's wage 
provements in income and will rise to $12.19. 
-=job~benefits. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ' Hall's report recorhmends  
rlenry =tancs, the union's vacations of five weeks  in the 
secretary-treasurer, said 
Hall advised union and 
management negotiators 
during the conciliation 
proceedings that "we should 
think more about Canada; 
that the grain trade cannot 
suffer anymore and that we 
should put Canada first." 
Kancs said the workers 
dpd not get what they 
believed was necessary but 
"we realize we can't impair 
Canada's grain tran- 
sportation and exports at 
this time." 
"Any stoppage in grain 
movements through Van- 
15th year of service, six 
weeks in the 20th and an 
additional week in the 25th 
and subsequent years to 
recognize the hazards of lung 
damage faced by inngterm 
employees despite efficient 
controls. 
Management spokesman 
Eric J. Harris said the 
employers were still 
studying the implications of 
the report. 
Ball, a former supreme 
court justice from 
Saskateen, headed a federal 
government royal com- 
mission on grain handling. 
November budget 
QUEBEC (CP) -- Prime But he intends to introduce 
Minster Joe Clark said 
Tuesday he hopes to in- 
troduce his government's 
first budget in November, 
even if there is no agreement 
on domestic oil prices, be. 
tween Ottawa and the prov. 
inces. 
"Naturally, if we can get 
an agreement onoil prices it 
will affect the budget," 
Clark told reporters. 
SUPPLEMENT 
WAS DELAYED 
The Progress Edition to {he Dally Herald, 
which was originally sheduled to appear 
Tuesday, has been delayed for apprcaimately a 
week due to technical difficulties. 
One of the units in the paper's presses has 
malfunctioned, necessitating the delay. The 
edition is now expected to appear in next 
Tuesday's edition of the Herald, dated October 2. 
We apologize for any disappointment the 
edition's non-appearance may have caused. 
the budget in November and 
not to make it" centre on 
energy prices if no 
agreement is reached. 
Earlier Tuesday, a Clark 
aide said the budget could be 
delayed if no agreement was 
reached with the provinces. 
Clark said he remains 
hopeful he would have a 
tentative agreement before a 
first ministers' conference 
early in December and put 
the finishing touches on .the 
agreement at the con- 
ference. 
The prime minister also 
indicated he will not appoint 
more senators to his cabinet. 
"My intention is to have 
future cabinet appointments 
from the House of Com- 
mons." 
Clark said during the 
federal election campaign 
last spring he would name 
Quebec senators to the 
cabinet if there were not 
enough Conservatives 
elected to give the province 
adequate  cab inet  
representation. 
Judge gives boy's mother  a say 
A Terrace juvenile appe~sd before Judge DarrMl 
Collins in Terrace juvenile court Tuesday, and found 
himself reprimanded not only by Collins but by his 
mother as well. 
The juvenile admitted to a charge of break and 
entry with intent to commit an indictable offence. 
,0n.July 8and July 21 the young man broke into a 
private home m Kalum Street and was found on the 
one occasion by the owner of the home going through 
draw.ors In a. bedroum, Crown Counsel Tom Bishop 
90  me court. 
The juvenile had also on mw of the break and entries 
Judge collins questioned/he juvenfle's mother as to 
the circumstances surrounding the offences and she 
stated it had happened whileshe was at work and she 
had just recently learned of the incidents. 
" I twas  plain stu pidi~, and ignorance. He has been 
taught right from wrong," the mother told collins. 
Collins was stem with the juvenile pointing out to 
him that an adult commiting this c/fence would he 
qable to spending life in prison. 
"A community such as ours will not stand for tl~s 
stolen $60, Bishop told the court. ~,pe of conduct,"said Collim. 
behalStephenie Talarieo, a probation dficer, spoke m "I am not making any threats, I am stating a fact," 
f of the young man, stating he had saved $60 to he added. P 
repay the thoft. The juvenile was sentenced to serve an mcleltnlte 
period of time on probation and complete 200 hours (f 
community work service by Jan. I. 
Collins also ordered the juvenile to pay restitution to 
the victim of the offence in the amount of $60 and 
apologize. 
Judge Collins asked the mother of the young man if 
she wished anything further be added to sentencing 
and her  request was a 9 o'clock curfew, 
The judge told the mother he felt it was a "pretty 
stiff curfew" and was willing to allow a later time to 
he set for the weekend. The juvenile's mother's was 
not willing to agree with Collins. 
The juvenile is to appear before Judge Collins Jan. 
15 for probation review. 
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I and Telecommunicalions el des telecommunications I 
Commission canadiennes | 
otice of Public Hearing I 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
13 NOVEMBER 1t79, 09:00 
The Canadian Radio.Television and Telecom. 
munlcatlons Commission will hold a Public Hearing 
hoglnnlng November 13, 1979 at Hotel Vancouver, 900 
wa#t Georgia Street, Vancouver, British Columbia to 
~onslder the followlag: 
PACIFIC AND NORTHERN REGION 
NANIKA CULTURAL SOCIETY, SM HORETZKY 
AVENUE, P.O. BOX 101, KEMANO, BR!TISH 
COLUMBIA. VOT IK0 
Kemono, British Columbia (701739600) 
Application: 
a) to acquire the sots  of C FTK.TV.5 Kemano, British 
Columbia from Skeana Broadcasters Ltd., and 
b) for a broadcasting Ilcence to continue the operation 
of CFTK.TV-S Kemane, British Columbia upon 
surrender of the current Ilosnce Issued to Skeena 
Broadcasters Ltd. 
Location where the application may be examined: 
Post Office, 
Kemono, British Columbia. 
NANIKA CULTURAL SOCIETY, SM HORETZKY 
AVENUE, P.O. BOX IH, KEMANO, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA. V0T IK0 
Kildala Arm, GrHIsh Columbia 
(~1738000) 
TV Mountain, British Columbia 
(7~1740~0) 
Mount D~boss, British Columbia 
(761741400) 
Applications for broadcasting Ilcences for English 
language televldon stations at KIIdala Arm, TV 
Neuntaln and Mount Daboee, British Columbia to 
rebroadcast the programs of CFTK-TV Terrace, 
British Columbia as follows: 
Technical Data: 
KINDle Arm 
Channeh 7 
Transmitter Power: 1 watt 
TV Mountain 
Cbennol: $ 
Transmitter Power: $ watts 
Mount Dubose 
C~anr~ol: 9 
TransmitW Power: 1 watt 
location where the applications may be examined: 
Post Offlm," 
, ---ffama~o, BrHIsh Columbia, 
KITWANOA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION, P.O; BOX 
911, KITWANGA, BRITISH COLUMBIA. VOJ 2.40 
Legate Creek ancl I~idlrvale, British Columbia 
(~3071~00) 
Application for rsnewel of its broadcasting Ilcancea 
for CFCC-TV-1 Legate Creek and CFCC.TV.2 Cedar. 
~ele, British Columbia expiring March 31, 1980. 
Location where the application may be examined: 
Post Ufflce, 
Kltwaege, British Columbia. 
SKEENA BROADCASTERS LTD., 4125 LAZELLE 
AVENUE, TERRACE, BRITISH COLUMBIA. V11G IS4 
Terrace, British Columbia (791012800) 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia (791011000) 
Klflmat, British Columbia (791010200) 
Applications for renewal of Its cable television 
broadcasting Ilcences for Terrace, Prince Rupert end 
Kltlmat, Erltllh Columbia expiring March 31, 1980. 
Locstlms where the epptlcetlons may be exomlned: 
4525 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia. 
3~.2nd Avenue Wast, 
Prince Rupert, British Columl~a. 
315 Federal Building, 
Kltlmat, B'ltl~h Columbia. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
How Io Intervene. Anyone wishing to comment on an 
application must submit a writes Intervention, stating 
dearly and ounclsaly the relevant facts and the 
r~sons for the Intervener's upport for, opposition to, 
or proposed modification of the application . also 
whethe, or not the Intervaner wishes to appear at the 
hearing. 
Deadline for receipt of Interventions at the Com. 
million and with the Appllcent: 34 October 19711. - To 
be sent by registered mall or personal delivery to 
Applicant and CRTC Uttawa, Ontario, K1A 0N2 with 
proof of service. Must beactuelly re~lvnd on specified 
date, not m~rely posted on this date. 
Exmmlnetion of Appllontlml and Documanhl •At local 
address given In this notice and at the Commission, 
Central Building, Les Terrasees de la Chaudlere, 1 
Promenade du Portage, Room 561; Hull, Quebec and at 
the Western Rnglenal Office, Suite 1130, 701 West 
Georgia Sfreat, Vancouver, British Columbia. 
Further Information Is outlined In Rules of Procedure 
available for the sum of 35 cents from: The Publishing 
Centre, Printing Centre, Printing and Publishing, 
Dawtment of Supply and Services, 270 Albert Street, 
Ottawa, Untar Io. Information: Write to C RTC or phone 
819-997.1027 or 997.1328. 
OTTAWA 
,~p~embe" 17, 1979 
J.G. Patereude, 
Adlng Secretary General. 
CRTC • Public Notice 1979-110 
• . t • . . , • , .  . . . .  
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Star dims ,after 111 
MONTREAL (CP)With no 
prior warning The Star 
ceased publication Tuesday 
after 111 years of daily 
business. 
TheStur, one of the biggest 
daily newspapers in the 
eountry with a circulation of 
114,000, was an important 
institution for English- 
speaking Quebecers. 
The announcement means 
nearly 1,000 employees are 
out of work. 
Star employees heard the 
news as they were called to 
impromptu meetings by 
their department heads. 
Mint people took the news 
quietly. Some cried and 
others were angry. 
While the announcement 
was being made, special 
security guards were locking 
and chaining the doors. 
The last man in the news. 
room answering the phone 
Tuesday night "was Mark 
Daly, assistant city editor.. 
"It's going off the hook," 
he said. "Little old ladies 
have been phoning in. 
They've been reading the 
paper for 30 or 40 years and 
they're upset and they can't 
believe that it's happening." 
In a letter to employees, 
publisher Art Wood said: 
"An agreement has been 
reached between FP 
Publications Ltd., the owner 
of the Montreal Star, and 
Seutham Inc., the owner of 
the Gazette, in which they 
agree to evaluate the 
possibility of resuming 
publication ofthe Star if the 
Gazette is able to move its 
operations into the Star 
beilding. 
"It is our hope that this 
agreement will be im- 
plemented later this year 
and that some of you will be 
able to find employment with 
The Gazette and the new 
afternoon Star if it becomes 
a reality." 
The paper went hrough an 
eight month strike which 
ended last February and it 
has been trying to get back 
50,000 subscribers ever Scene, a Star weekend 
since, aupplement."There was 
The publisher said the some hostility but the 
strike settlement cost The general tone was 'well, it 
Star 17 million and added " can't be helped'. 
since resumption of "Some staff members had 
publication ... losses have phoned in because they had 
totalled another $10.4 roll- heard it on the radio and 
lion." hadn't been contacted. 
"The cessation of "I was quitting anyway," 
publication ... is a direct Gray added."I resigned last 
consequence of enormous week tobeeomethemmm, ger 
losses experienced by The of a blues hand." 
Star." Within minutes the news. 
The Star will pay a 
minimum five month's 
severance pay to its em- 
ployees and has offered a 
'~,,ther 20 per cent to any 
;~o resign.. 
Shortly after 4 p.m. EDT 
Tuesday, Managing Editor 
Ray Heard came out of his 
office and called everybedy 
in the nowsroom together to 
tell them the paper was 
ceasing publication Im- 
mediately. 
"Several female staffers 
burst into tears," said Stuart 
Gray, editor of Montreal 
paper's doors were locked 
and security guards were. 
stopping people from en. 
terlAg the building. 
E lsewhere ,  groups of 
stunned employees were 
gathering tn offices, thq' 
composing room sod 
newsroom. Ned Barret t ,  
editor of the opposite. 
editOrial page, stopped in the 
midst of throwing out his 
Gazette ready 
MONTREAL (CP) --  The 
• Gazette wants to move 
quickly -- within two mcntha 
~- into the building of its 
efunct Engilshlanguage 
rival, The Star, Which ceased 
publication Tuesday. 
Gazette publisher Robert 
McConnell said the main 
reason was that his 
• newspaper, now the city's 
only English daily, needed 
The Star's more modern 
printing presses. 
But McConnell also said he 
hoped that, under the terms 
of a special agreement, The 
Star could reopen within a 
year under new 
management a d ownership. 
"The interest quite simply 
is keeping a second English 
editorial voice going in 
Montreal," he sstd in a 
telephone interview. 
But McConnell warned 
that this move would be 
Under the Quebec Labor 
Code, any new owner would 
"be' required to respect he LONDON (AP) -- Prime 
labor contract which for- Minister Abel Muzorewa of 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia ap- 
pealed Tuesday to his em- 
battled nation's wh!te. 
minority to remain unugea 
with blacks despite his 
agreement tostrip whites of 
their parliamentary veto 
over constitutional change. 
In an "address to the 
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marly existed with em- 
ployees. 
"It was a real bombsheU. 
Everybody thought here 
would be a merger between 
The Gazette and The Star. 
' Nobody expected this. 
"Around 4 p.m., editOr 
Gerald Clark brought half a 
dozen of us into his office and nation" clearly aimed at the 
whites, watching anxiously told us the news. 
"It seems to be one of his acceptance of Britain's 
these deals where the slaves constitutional proposals at 
the peace talks here, 
don't .go with the plan- Muzorewa declared: 
tation." 
Librarian Pat Dugden, her "We are one indivisible 
eyes red from weeping, nation, one people, bound 
looked at the newsmen together by the true 
packing up their files Land democracy and nationhood 
heading for the elevator and we share. We must be united 
said:"If our guys were . in strength, no more divided 
smart, they'd be inter- 
files to recall: "This is my viewing each other and then 
second torpedoing. I was get out peddling (their 
news editor of the Montreal stOries)." 
Herald when that paper Dong Bennett, a corn- 
folded In 1957. I have been at pesitOr, said "we came intO 
The Star ever since, work and heard the shop 
steward was. at a meeting 
with management. There 
was a rumor that Southam 
was buying FP. About half 
an hour later, we heard that conditional partly on a quick we were definitely out of 
eale of Star assets to The work. 
Gazette. If the transfer was "Everybody's in a state,c: 
delayed more than a ycar, "I shock. That's why it", so 
doubt hat it would be worth yules around here." 
making the effort." Spo'rtswriter George 
He was commenting on an Hansen, who had 16 years at 
agreement, concluded the Star, was out doing an 
shortly before The Star's, interview when the an- 
closure, between the defunct oouncement was made. 
paper's owner, FP "I heard that Southam's 
Publications Ltd.,' and shares had'.stopped trading 
Southern Inc., which owns on the market and thought 
The Gazette. about 'the rumors of a 
The accord gives The merger. Then I got back to 
Gazette an option to pur. the office and found out the 
chase "the bulk" of The newspaper was dead. 
Star'sphyalcalaszets wi hin "Now I have this three. 
thenext three years. If the part series on the winter 
option is exercised, FP Olymplcs at Lake Placid. I 
would have the option of guess it's an exclusive. 
baying one-third ownership "The death of a newspaper 
in The Gazette, with is a terrible thlng It's a void 
Southam presumably  that .can never be filled, 
exercising the two-thirds especially the way the 
majority control, province is now." 
6 p.m. t0 midnight 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
by suspicion, resentmenl 
fear and mistrust." 
The text of Muzorewa's 
emotional appeal was 
eeleased here as lawyers + 
,l~m his delegaUon and the 
ol~o#i~g Patriotic Front 
gueri'illa movement met 
separately with British of- 
flciais to write a new con. 
stitutinn aimed t ending the 
seven-year war for control of 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia. 
Its general principles were 
agreed to Monday, the start 
of the third week of the 
Britishconvened peace talks. 
Agreement came after the 
guerrillas --  in a major 
turnabout -- conceded 
whites could have 20 per cent 
of parliamentary seats tni- 
tinily. 
Alaska to keep oil 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  stated arguments for 
keeping the prohibition. 
Those advocating oil 
The House of Represen- 
tatives voted over- 
whelmingly Tuesday to re- 
new for four years a ban on 
the export of Alaskan oH, 
despite clwims by spunpors 
that U.S. refineries can't 
handiQ it all. 
On a 340-to-61 vote, the 
House tur~ed own a move 
to lift the two-year old 
prohibition ahd permit 
swaps of Alaska. North Slope 
oil with Japan. 
Oil promised to Israel 
under the Israeli-Egyptian 
peave agreement would be 
exempt from the prohibition. 
Reinstatement is favored 
by the Carter administration 
and similar legislation has 
passed the U.S. Senate. 
"When there's a shortage, 
we should be using Alaska oil 
at home," said ReFzesen~ 
tutoive Robert Lag¢,mariano 
(Rep. Cwlif.), expressing 
one'0f the most-frequently 
swaps said that exporting 
surplus Alaska oil to Japan, 
in exchange for Mexican oil 
purchased by Japwn, made 
yense and would 5save 
consumers moneyby cutting 
shipping costs. 
Alaska oil that can't' be 
handled by West Coast 
refineries i shipped through 
the Panama canal to Gulf 
Coast ports. Meanwhile, 
Mexican oil purchased by 
Japan is shipped from the 
east coast of Mexico, 
through the canal and across 
the Pacific. 
The rejected proposal 
would have allowed Alaskan 
oil to be shipped to Japan 
directly. 'In exchange, the 
Mexican oil purchased by 
Japan wool d go directly to 
the U.S'. *Guif Coast 
refln~!es; ii'i: 
"" 'Bdb in Baghd d.: i'Ow 
BEIRUT (Reuter) -- 
Canadian envoy Robert 
Stanfield has arrived in 
• Baghdad as part of his 
Mideast tour, a Canadian 
embassy spokesman said 
today. 
Staafiald flew from Saudl 
Arabia where he had talks 
with Crown Prince Fahd Ibn 
Abdolaziz. 
~ ~T~e ::. spok~man ,said 
Canada's Midesst policy 
with senior government 
officials in Baghdad before 
travelling to Damascus on 
Oct. I and Beirut a few days 
later. 
Prime Minister Joe Clark 
sent Staofield on a fact- 
finding mission following 
Arab protests over his 
election pledge to move 
CAnada'shemba~ jn Israel. 
to Jeru's~/le~+ froii~ Tel Aviv.: 
IBM borrowing billion 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  In- 
ternat ional  Business 
Machines Corp. announced 
Tuesday it will borrow $I 
billion next month in the 
largest-ever corporate debt 
.~ ~fpring by an industrial 
w, company~ 
Ir ~ill('b'e the first pUbll'e +, 
debt offering by IBM, a 
computer giant hat has run 
into a cash bind in.the last 
year as computer customers 
have switched from buying 
to leasing new machines. 
The IBM announcement 
said it will issue $500 million 
in notes due in 1986 and t500 
million in debentures doe in 
2004. A debenture is a bond 
not secured by a specific 
corporate asset. 
Initial indications were 
that the IBM issue would be 
snapped up by investors. One 
a0alyst, who asked not to be 
named, estimated IBM 
would have. to pay about 9.4 
per cemt..oli"the notes and 9.2 
per cent on tl~'debentures. 
Those rates• are marginally 
higher than the rates onlU.S, 
Treasury borrowings of 
similar length. 
Rumors of the IBM 'plan 
caused jitters in the bond 
market Monday, with prices 
dropping and yields rising 
slightly. But the market was 
stable after the an- 
nouncement. 
No putt putt here 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
General Motors Corp. an- 
nounced Tuesday what it 
called a breakthrough on a 
promising new battery for 
electric vehicles. 
GM President Elliot Estes 
said the company has 
"cleared a major 
technological obstacle to our 
plans to begin offering 
electric-powered vehicles in 
the mid-1980s," 
Estes said the advance in- 
volved improving zinc-nickel 
oxide batteries that can store 
two to two and onc-half times 
as much energy as con- 
ventional lead acid batteries 
of the same weight. 
MOTOR HOTEL 
SAVE FIVE DOLLARS 
While Dining with a Friend 
MONDAY thru SATURDAY 
Select 'from Steak. 
Seafood. Prime Rib 
and many additional selections. 
Please present coupon 
before ordering 
Use coupon per 
dining couple 
Excellent Service 
Ralervalloas 4384141 
Valid until Sept. 29 
Then re lax and enioY 
.WALLY KHADIK IN  
in 
LOUNGE 
4620 LAKELSE AVE.  TERRACE 
. 4 . . . . . . . .  . . *~me.  ~ ~ . ~ I 
i 
' ' , ' /  I ' - " . . 
Teachers to work on 
the students get off 
Area teachers will have 
the day df school F ri, day, 
Sept. 28, but they wen t be 
able to spend it lying In the 
sun. There are Prnfanaloual 
Development Conferences 
being held in Terrace and 
Kitimat, so while the 
Roads council 
concern here 
Approval has bern ~anted dosed so an to expand their 
for the elnsure ~ the lane on facilities. M soon as the 
the Northwest corner of 
Lakelse and Kalum. 
Terrace district council 
rceelved the official ap- 
proval fl'om the ministry of 
municipal affairs. Mer- 
d~ants on the block 
requested the old lane be 
developer eempletce the 
necessary work, another 
lane will be opened to 
replace the old one. 
The District Council will 
write the Ministry of High- 
ways, asking for action on 
the upgrading of Highway 16 
between Eby and Kenncy Terrace "We had pat ~AU00 in the hudgetthin year, expecting It
would be dune this year,'.' 
eaplainod Munlclpal Ad- 
c h o i r  mlPt~tratorBobHalil~ ". " I  
don't know why but the 
department ofhighways cut 
it out of their budget. ready 
to sing 
The Terrace Community 
choir, which disappeared 
last year due to lack of a 
director, is now heing re- 
organized and is look~ for 
singers of all description. 
The new dirnctor is Dave 
Qarke, and he has begun a 
search for aw interested 
people to help form a new 
choir. 
The District of Terrace 
wanin the work doe in 1~0. 
Terrace and Thernblll are 
not the only conunnnities 
embarking an a community 
plan. The Kltsumkelum 
Village counofl has wdttm 
Terrace dlnlrict Council 
~out their plans for the. 
development of Kit- 
sumkalum indian Reserves 
No. landNo, g It noems the 
village council wants to 
avoid a~, emfliet which 
could arise if parallel 
developments, such as both 
parties planning an In-. 
dustrial Park, occur. 
T~..-- ~o . . . . . . . . ,  .,...; i lherefore the two councils 
m~ m u ~M~ amour ,mill lt~¢m i~ f~nr,h 
the choir ~lmmday Sept 27. ~,,.-..,,~ ,,,,.,,u has o,~,,,~ 
st 8 p.m., at the Christian u, m.mwm, nl ~. fk~ initlol 
I~ormed Church, corner of ~..; .f~"~'~,~,~,,.,'-~%.-'~ 
S~ott and~ . vo~P.~l ~ ~'~ . . . . .  ,. map; The map, .which is 
even in n ng Is supposed to gvea  unique 
• mcouraged toattend, peropeetive plow of Terrace, 
will be drawn up by Lou 
Skoda of Canadian Car- 
t~raphies Ltd. The map 
sheet will be lmeparod at an 
~tlal cost of 16000. If the 
first draft is met with ap- 
Kll/mat RCMP report a 
motor..velflcle' ~a¢gident 
Monday /n~mlh~"~t' the 
Kitlmat village resulted in 
MOO damage to the two 
vehicles involved. The 
vehicles were owned by 
Christopher Walker and 
Harold Stewart, both of 
KiflmaL No charges have 
been laid by RCMP 
students can relax, the 
c~aople atthe other and ¢/the 
esrosm have to he hard at 
work in conferences and 
worksh~. 
The ProD conferences 
will be hosting teachers from 
Kllimat, Terrace, l~ince 
Rupert,° Smlthera, Burns 
Lake, Nishga, and Depart- 
ment of Indian Affairs 
districts. Primary and In- 
termediate grade teachers 
will be In Ten'ace, wblle 
secondary teachers will be at 
Mount Elizabeth in Kitlmat. 
The 1 ~  Coofereace's 
main events will be held at 
Kiti.K'Shan school. There 
is, how ever, a special 
evening planned for parents 
and teachers of young 
children to be held at E.T. 
Kenney School on the 
ceasing ~ Sept. ~7 from 7 
P.M. to 8 P.M. At this time 
m address will be given by a 
~unst s~aker, Pearl Cansell 
~carburough Ontario, 
entitled "Understanding the 
Behavior of Young 
Children." 
The Intermediate Con- 
forencewilibe held at Cansie 
Hall Elementary School In 
Terrace. 
The keynote speaker at the 
Secondary Pro D conf~en ee 
at Mount Elizabeth 
Secondary In Kitimat is 
OceilDay, who will be 
discussing a 10-Stal~ 
disclpllna program. Thee 
will be an Alcoa field trip for 
industr ial  educat ion 
teachers and a band 
presentation by Howard 
Del~e. Otller featured 
workshops Include a first aid 
nsume offered by the St. 
John's Amhulance, and an 
art education presentation 
by Dr. Jchn Gray, who Is 
craning from UBC. There 
are also workshops and 
.ncntations on comimtors 
in the 'high school 
curriculum, an audio-- 
visual imervice entitled 
Andio--visual Technology ~
High Sohooin, adiscussion 
the new business education 
curriculum, a crsatlve 
writing workshop, a 
guidance and counsclllng 
A BANG UP 
COURSE HERE 
A fireworks supervisor 
murse is planned for the 
commurilty of Terrace 
Oct. I. 
The fireworks super- 
visors courses are free ci 
dtarge and mandatory 
for organlzations wishing 
to Imrchsse md set off 
~hthition-type fireworks. 
Thacourses uresf a one 
day duration and open to 
responsible persons 18 
years of age and over who 
will be in 'charge of 
community fireworks 
displays, 
Successful candidates 
receive a fireworks 
manual anda registration 
cortiflcate. 
Interested persons and 
service club members 
who may wish to set off 
exhibition-type fireworks 
are invited to attend Oct. 
I at the Terrace FirebalL 
JAMES BURKE 
CONNECTIONS 
Starting Friday 
This coming Sunday, order a specially- 
Sept. 30, on cable TV, prepared Viewer's Guide, 
channel 9 in the Terrace- w h i c h p r o v i d e s 
Kitimat area, a new background information 
series of programs and helps to relate the 
concerning the effects of television programs to 
technology on our society- the articles in the Herald. 
begins. The" series is This guide can be oh- 
entitled Connections: taimd by sending to this 
address: Continuing 
Educat ion ;  Open 
Learning Institute; Box 
Technology and Change, 
Val a further lilS,~O will dinic to discus local family and the Daffy Herald will 
dented for a completed life education, and a textiles be participating in the 
wraion. ' arts crafts workshop. Also m-era'am bv rtmnin~ 15 94000; Richmond, B.C. 
In other ooundl news, a included Is an Indian .~ i**  ~P..nn~e~l "° in The cost of the guise is 
senior offlelal-~4orm the Educat ion workshop . . . . .  ~...;.,.,.,'..,;,,~,h,, ,~v ~3.~. . . . . . . . .  
mlnhtr~of mmdelpilaffairs hm,k~,th,,ll 0~ volh~vhAil wtuua . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
will he in Terrace next week r~ereeing clinics, and a d~rffd. 
to attend a special meeting workshop on the The series should be 
I the feasibility of o rgan izat ion  and  along the lines of the 
Civ i l i za t ion  ser ies  
prepared for PBS by Sir 
Kenneth Clarke. The 
Connection series is a 
personal view of the 
" t r iggers"  o f  
AU workshops will be technological innovation 
malpmation nf Terrace 
ncdTbershilL The mseting 
is an information session to 
ex~mlna the consequences 
involved in any future 
boundary extensions or 
Police ako report that amalgamat ion .  
management of gmupsln the 
high schools. 1here will also 
be an astronomy clinic, led 
hY Ken Armstrong. and a 
~renoh werk~p led by 
Harley Trodeau. 
across the street from the 
school. 
Another girl who was with 
her at the time received a 
The Herald, Wednesday, September 25, 1979, Page I .; 
lqomnceMarieDuvel, 37nf Bopresentotlves of "the' nchaduledat MESS and are 
Terrace is facing impal_md dstrictdTerrace, includin~' running ~hroughout the by James Burke, an .. 
Chergt~ :aft~"ah~" Dave Maroney, day. They will he available award~.w,i~1~/~ig BBC 
was*Ivin~geeked by police I0 #o~ and the RN[ional to all secondary teachers writer andpi'oducer. 
pm. Sunday. District will he on hand. sttendl~ the conference. Interested viewem can 
object to school meddl'ng Parents , 1 
SIDNEY, B.C. (CP) -- The letter said the no- health of the y~ngste~, because the Public Schools 
Some parents in this Vtc- smokingpolleyappllestothe Lott said the e.nsct ot a Act says the students are 
teria-area municipality are seluhborhoud a Jacent to the flveday suspensmn on  a under the discipline of the 
geh~i students Is considerable out school from the time they 
childrenfUming becauSehave theirbeen "'Another motfier said notes they get ample War- leave home . . . . .  ~ 
smokingSUSpended from school f r _mtoide school ~:~~~hx~e~f  ~vS~ete~d~nCer~lOwkia~roi~rge, ~ent I . .  n 
One parents aid Monday eising its jurisidiction a written warning which 
her 16-year-old daughter has beyond school property is goes to their parents, then a I I two-day suspension and been suspended since Sept. going too far. 
14 after being caught School principal Joseph finally a flvaday suspension.. 
Lott confirmed the school's A fifth infraction would he 
The Terrace Weather 
dflm predicts fog patrhes 
smoking while standing no-smoking policy extends dealt with by the school for Wednekda~y !morning, 
beard but Lott said it has not turning to s~any, skies by beyond school property . . . .  far to date 
"We have a responsibility gone mat • noop~The, h~.  ~p~l i~. !~ 
16 degrees,~el~usl memw m for student behavior while School board, chairman & Oufl~J~.i/',q'L'Thursdsy: 
letter notifying her she will they are attending scheol," Lois Walsh said the school is mostly ,~y,~,.~ the af. 
be suspended If caught~ he said, .Smoking he~ been within its rights to mr..pose . . . . .  
smoking, established as poor for the off-property regunauons ~nonn. "., ~',~ I 
More dope smokers in :court . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the c~rt WaS t01d. went to Grawbergs Glrawberg0 C'r~'iC°"-nse!~'.n't feel More drug csans appoared 
. ,  q~. . .M m.~mol~ ~t  Gonealvea waa found to he in residence in the North Bishop stated he d 
so ~ 
in Terrace provincial court 
Tuesday following police 
arrests of marijuana 
smokers In the area around tbo crrK hullding. 
Violet Gonnell pleaded 
guilty to a charge of 
p0sncnslon of mar i Ju i .  
Gosnell had been ehe~ed 
alter RL~VlP attended at the 
Q~[K radio and telavla/on 
station on Sept. 7, Crown 
Coonsel Don Brown tdd the 
mutt. 
A female RCMP member 
searched Gceneli's purse 
md found one dpretto of 
mariJuann, he said. 
Rosemary Supernault, 
osurt worker, spoke on 
behalf of Gosnell steting she 
would not he able to pay a 
fine and requested a con- 
dtimol discherge. 
Jude Darrall Collins 
placed Gosnall on 6 mnathe 
Iprol~tion- 
J~hn Goncalvea pleadoe~o f 
guilty to a charge o 
p~sensslon f a narcotic. 
Goecalves was stopped by 
Terrace RCMP at Brauns 
bland on Sept. I~I after 
fsillm to disnlay license 
u c l s s f d   i  
possession ~ liquid l lh lah  
and was sentenced to pay 
MOO and in default, ? days. 
Daniel Casemo was fined 
M5 after plmding uUty to a 
charge of being a minar In 
pa~sekm ~ liquor. 
Judge Collins ~,copted the 
drcumstanncs involved In 
Caseran charge, when 
Canarso slated to ~ It 
was an empty giasa he was 
caught with and he was just 
i/eking up his brother at the 
Terrace Hotel. 
Robert Bennett also alp 
peared in court m a charge 
being a minor in 
of liquor and 
ed ~ i l~  to the charge. 
Bennett was sentemnd to 
pays lu~ a ~..  
Andre IJ~oc~m was fined 
MOO in default 60 days, after 
~ pleaded guilty to a charge 
driving a motor vehicle 
while impaired. 
Arthur Grawberg ap- 
pnarod for trini m n charge 
d causing • disturbance in 
or near a ImbUe place. 
Grawherg pleaded not 
~tl~. 
Constable Mike Buday 
malt 
Kalum trailer court after a 
oomplalnt was recelved 
fhn  Grawherg about dogs, 
Bud~, told the court. 
Grawb~g was loud and 
using belligerent language 
md warned on several nc- 
maims to return inside his 
home and quieten down, said 
Sudsy. 
Buday added that 
Grawim'g re/used to quiet 
down and was arrested. 
Grawberg admitted to 
Judge Collins he was angry 
but that he was angry over 
nsthlng being done about he 
complaint regarding the 
doge. 
"I swear at the best of 
times, "Grawhe~lJ said to 
Collins "I wan not in- 
t~icated I was mad." 
Grawberg told the court he 
willingly went with Buday 
md stated, "1 have been 
punched in the mouth before 
by ~fflosrs for not moving 
q~lte fret enough." 
"I have lesmed by lesson 
when they say you are under 
arrest -- I let them have 
their way," he added. 
Given the mood of 
"he would walk sweet as a 
lamb Into the arms of the 
police dflosr." . . . . . . . . .  
Collins stated the real 
issue was whether or not the 
mcuned was in a dwelling 
place as the incident occured 
while Grawherg was stan- 
ding in his doorway. 
Collins found Grawherg 
not guilty but told him "I 
don't hink your conduct can 
be condoned, even though 
you were standing partially 
in your own dwelling." 
A 16--year--old juvenile 
appeared before Judge 
Collins In Jevenile court for a 
trial on the eha~e of com- 
rniting mischief or wilful 
damage. 
TheJevenile had destroyed 
property of the Terrace 
munleapility while being 
lodged in a Juvenile cell on 
May 4, crown counsel told 
the court. 
The young man had 
deliberately destroyed a 
light fixture for which he was 
found guil~ and ordered to 
pay restitution to the 
munielpolity in the amount 
d~5.  
KITIMA T CO UNCIL 
Supports local 
tour i s t  p romo 
• i 
i 
! 
Kitimat District Council 
will support a proposal to 
m--align the B.C. 
Ycllowhead 16 Travel 
Association's Area G 
boundaries. 
Area G at present lnclu~s 
the Queen Charlottes, the 
Prince Rupert area, the 
Prince George area and part 
d the north castem Carlboo. 
A letter asking support for 
the plan from the Skeena-- 
Queen Charlotte Regimal 
District states that "re-- 
alignment of the Area G 
boundaries is in the best 
tourism interest of nor- 
thwestern British Colam- 
fin". 
The letter included a 
report prepared by the 
Prince Rupert ad- 
ministration stating that 
"diseontmt has be~ ex- 
pressed from several 
quarters on the adequacy 
sad problems of the existing 
B.C. Yellowhesd 16 Travel 
Association promoting the 
tourism interests of Area 
G . "  
The report also lists such 
problems as the sire of the 
present area which includes 
differing tourism interests 
sad makes calling directors 
meetings diffioulL 
Became nf this, according 
to the report, 'there in a lack 
direction and control 
exercised by the 
association's board of 
directors.". 
Council passed a motion 
supporting the proposed 
change of boundries In 
principle until a formal 
Rsoiution can be drafted. 
The new boundary will 
created an independent 
mrth western section which 
includes the " Queen 
Charlottes, Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat, Terrace and 
Ha~lton. 
Memlm's also passed a 
M00,000 townsite water- 
works improvement loan 
by--law and a five--year 
capital program amendment 
by ,~w. 
Council has asked the 
administration torepdart on 
the cost of a foot bridge 
across the drainage ditch 
near Kildala Elementary 
School. 
The bridge was requested 
by .school principal C.B. 
Portman who states in a 
letter to council that on three 
recent occasions children 
have been pulled frmu the 
water after attempting to 
jump the weir or breaking 
through the ice. 
Council, however, decided 
not to wait any longer for the 
long--awaited recom- 
mendation of the Advisory 
Recreation Ccmmissim on 
location of the municipal ski 
tow. 
The commission reported 
that members favor moving 
, the tow to Gyrfalcon Park 
from its present location on 
hospital kill, but could make 
no recommendation u til 
Kleine said the eomndaalon 
was informed two weeks ago 
that co~mcli could wait no 
longer for the report. 
"R's too late now," he 
said. "We have to fix up the 
existing tow." 
In other buniness, council 
passed a by--law amending 
the C--1 City Centre zoning 
to permit use of the site by 
Northwest Community 
College. 
Counel I also passed aby-  
law rezoning a parcel or land 
.at Nalabila and Aleinder 
Avenue. The land, formerly 
dassed as a forestry zone 
has been reclaesed 
residential single--family to 
make way for a 23 lot sub. 
division. 
Hera ld  goes  
mglneer's enst reports are 
received, af ternoons  
Alderman Fran Buschert TheTerraos-KitimetDally 
• said that "if we plan to ski Herald would like to remind 
before 1985, we'd better get all Its readers and sub- 
the aid tow up to stun- serlbers that It will be 
darda(in its present changing to an aftemoua 
location)", paw from a morning paper, 
MunicipalManagerlkm de beginning Oct. I 
PUBLIO NOTIOE 
TO BOATIH6 
To effect construction of a pipeline It will be 
mcessary to obstruct he north channel of the Skeena 
River from a point 1,000 feet upstream of the east 
boundary of lot 4803 to a point 5R00 feet upstream of the 
east boundary of lot 4003C.R.5. This Is approximately 
39 miles west of Terrace, B.C. and is In the genial  
&ea of the Salvus CNR siding and Is 2.45 miles up. 
stream from the confluence of the Kasslcks and Skeena 
Rivers. River traffic Is advised to avoid the north 
d~annel if at all possible and to contact the power 
barge (DELTA TRANSPORTER) which Is in at. 
tmdanm at the slde. 
The obstruction will be a 1W' cable spannln0 the 
river. It will ran0e in hel0ht from 2 Motto 12 feet above 
the water. There will also be a 12" discharge line 
prolectlng from thesouthbank Inn northerly dlrectloc. 
This closure Is In effect SEPTEMBER 24 - OC- 
TOBER 24, 1979. 
LORAM INTERNATIUNAL LTD. 
.t.:mm~.::S ~:T;Y;2 ,-...,,..," 
Catch our Fall. 
. ? .  
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~.~ i This is the perfect ime to 
'--'--.~hke a holiday in British 
~ Columbia. 
The weather's good, the 
summer crowds are gone arid, 
best of all, you c'.in take 
;Id vantage of off-season rates. 
M~my hotels and resort 
areas have special fall 
packages. So give your 
favouritc holiday spot a call. 
Or see your travel agent. 
Ilis services won't cost you 
anything and he can be a big 
help. He'll tell you about 
everything from a lovely 
3-day city stay to a grand 
I t,-d~ly Circle Tour. 
You can play rids'era 
cowboy on a guest ranch. 
Get in he! water at one 
,)four hot springs. 
There's a fall 
holiday package 
that  perfect 
for you. 
Or go sailing, sailing up the 
spectacular Inside Passage. 
Tennis anyone? Or how 
about a round'of golf?. 
If you'd rather be fishing, 
the big ones are waiting, 
Dig gold? You'll love 
exploring the gold rush country. 
I f  the city is your beat, 
sample the first class 
restaurants, interesting shops 
and diverse cultural activities 
of our two cities by the sea 
Vancouver and Victoria. 
British Columbia is one of 
the best vacation values in the 
~ 1  I ' l l#~k~l  Ill world, , 
. ' I l l  I i II-- .l And its all yours. 
I th l~  ~, I tmF V~I .  9 . . .  So rials fall,'enioy it, 
British Columbia, Canada. 
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EDITORIAL L O 
Terrace welcomed three new families, 
16 new residents on Tuesday. 
Radio and television crews were on 
hand as was the press. Some local 
residents turned out as well. 
The refugees from the war-torn 
country of Vietnam found they were the 
centre of attention at a short briefing 
session at a local restaurant. 
These people have come from times of 
trouble and are looking to build a new 
life for themselves here. For the older 
members of the families it will be hard. 
They will want to keep some of their 
customs and traditions. We should ac- 
cept that and welcome It. These people 
add a richness to our community. 
The younger members of the families 
will be busy both learning a new 
language and culture as well as trying to 
gain the education all children growing 
up here require. 
It will be a trying time for the new 
Canadians. Let us continue to make 
them, and all new Canadians, welcome. 
That is how our land grows stronger. 
. _ _L  , 
CONSUMER 
COMMENT 
Now that the kids are heading back to the 
classrooms, parents are heading to local shopping 
centres, with their lists of the young students' required 
supplies. Though readily available throughout he 
year, school supplies take on a new meaning towards 
the end of the summer holiday, when the demand for 
them reaches its peak, and they are heavily ad- 
vertised and displayed. The difficulties associated 
with shopping in the large crowds that are typical at 
this time of year, are minor when compared to the 
choices and decisions faced in purchasing the sup- 
plies. With such an assortment ofproducts available 
in awlde variety of s~zes, colours and designs, and at 
varying prices, how can you ensure that you're 
shopping wisely and getting ood value for the money 
you spend? Here are some paints t o c'onmder: 
Before you go on your shopping trip, check the 
supplies left from last year, and cross off anything on 
the list your child already has. 
Rememherthe r tailer sets the prices, so what you 
pay for an item can vary a little or alot from one store 
to another. Check the ads and watch for sales and 
specials. 
When purchasing supplies for classes uch as art, 
home economics, indus|fiat arts, or physical 
education, f ind out if discounts are available on 
student purchases, either by school board 
arrangement, or as a matter of store policy. Before 
purchasing such items, find out the store's return 
policy, so that you'll know where you stand if goods 
purchases are defective or, for some reason, unac- 
ceptable to the teacher. 
Shop when crowds are at a minimum, if possible and 
when you are not pressed for Ume. If you are relaxed 
and uncrowded, you can shop comparatively and 
make wise purchases without oo much time and ef- 
fort. 
, If buying supplies for more than one child, consider 
buying items such as loose leaf paper, note books or 
pencils in larger packages, or"econopaks", dividing 
them among the children as required. But before you 
buy remember to first use a litUe arithmetic to make 
sure that buying in quantity really does represent a 
saving over buying individually or in smaller sizes. 
If your child will be accompanying you, remember 
that the array of school supplies abounds with cartoon 
characters and novelty items, which will undoubtedly 
be the preference of most children. To avoid buying 
unnecessary items, and added expense, stick to your 
list, and coansel your child about wise buying habits In 
a manner that her or she can understand. Use the 
shopping trip as a learning experience, demonstrating 
how you compare prices and quality, and pointing out 
the added expense of such features as elaborate 
packaging and novelty designs. Letting your child 
participate in comparing and choosing the school 
supplies, and guiding him or her towards the best 
choice, could be a very valuable xercise, providing 
mu don't let your child guide you! 
LETTERS WELCOME 
The Herald welcomes its reader,~ comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interml 
will be printed. We do, however, retain tim right 
tD refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
, .  : : "  .-  . . . " 
:Honest dear, I was lUSt gemng immuntzea~ 
NATIVE SUICIDES 
Dealth of culture blamed 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
inter.ruption of traditional 
cultural patterns is 
responsible for the high rate 
of suicide among young 
native Indians in British 
Columbia, members of the 
Canadian Psychialric 
Association's section on 
native people's mental 
health said Monday. 
Drs, Wolfgang Jilek and 
Harvey Armstrong made the 
comment at the end of a 
three-day conference which 
brought together about 20 
psychiatrists and 20O native 
Indians In discuss native 
mental health. 
Health and Welfare 
Canada statistics for 1978 
• indicate a B,C, Indian under 
30 years of age is six times 
more likely too die by s~cide 
than white persons of the He said the failure rate p. 
same age. high among Indians in 
"One cannot say that it is secondary schools because 
part of fndian culture," Jilek they are sent to schools 
said. "It has very much to do which take them out of their 
with the dissolution of native environment and in- 
culture." doctrinate them with alien 
values, 
Jilek. a University of B.C. 
psychiatry professor, said For those who are suc- 
Indian youths uffer from a cessful in high school, it 
loss of cultural identity and remains difficult o deal with 
their parents are unable to the discrimination and 
help them because Indian isolation they face at 
customs such as initiations university and stiU maintain 
have been repressed• for at their identity and culture, 
least the last two garter. Armstrong said. 
He said the lack of 
ations, education has at least two 
Armstrong, a University of significant effects on Indian 
Toronto  psych ia t ry  mental health. 
professor, said the education • Environmental factors 
system contributes to the leave forineriy self- 
deterioration of Indians' sufficient Indians unahle to 
mental health, provide for their families by 
hunting and fishing, and 
personal identity is to a large 
extent based on how one 
earns a living, Armstrong 
said. 'Because they do not 
have an education sufficient 
to work in nonlndian society, 
they suffer the'humiltation f 
collecting welfare. 
He said the second factor 
is that the lack of university- 
educated Indians means that 
Indians in distress are forced 
to go for help to non-Indian 
professionals who do not 
understand their cultural 
background. 
Jilek said the best solution 
to that problem would he for 
the government to offer 
scholarships in areas uch as 
medicine to native people 
who have already proven 
their capabilities in com. 
munity work. 
2 . _SESSION SOON 
C~I  O , , ,e  rmcs  to have ammo 
By JOHN FERGU.qON 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
contradictory faces of. 
Progressive Conservative 
economic and social 
policy that have emerged 
this summer will give 
opposition critics some 
good targels in the new 
Parliament opening Oct. 
9. 
On one side there is the 
tightfisted, practical 
Conservative policy 
designed to get the most 
out of the taxpayer dollar, 
This approach is based 
on the idea that Canada 
can no longer afford 
universal social pro- 
grams~ 
The Toric's have 
decided, for zxamp]z, that 
the unemployment in- 
surance systenl should be 
redesigned to provide 
bznefits on the basis of 
need, and have appointed 
Toronto MP Paul Mc- 
Crossan, a professional 
ip.surance actuary, to look 
at the problem. 
McCrossan said last 
week that one proposal he 
will make  is that 
unemployed without de- 
pendents should get lower 
benefits than those with a 
family, 
And Finance Minister 
John Crosbie hinted last 
week that government 
spending may be cut by 
implementing a form of 
means test for 
beneficiaries of some 
government social pro- 
grams. 
But conflicting with this 
approach is the costly 
mortgage interest and 
property tax plan an- 
nounced by Crosbie last 
week to help homeowners 
with mortgage and 
property tax payments 
even if they don't need it. 
That  p rogram,  
estimated to cost the 
federal treasury at least 
$2.3 billion a year when 
fully implemented in 1982, 
would give tax credits for 
payments ofproperty tax 
and mortgage interest up 
to certain limits. Those 
limits would be $375 this 
.year, rising by that 
• amount each year to 
$1,500 in 1982. 
But, it will offer little or 
nothing to the elderly on 
fixed incomes who have 
paid off their mortgage or 
to homzowmzrs who earn 
so little thaththey pay no 
federal income tax. 
And it will nothing for 
renters, including more 
than 500,-000 senior 
citizen and low-income 
households who pay out 
more than a quarter of 
their incomefer rent each 
month. 
The Conservatives also 
appear undecided about 
whether to use tax cuts to 
pumv money into the 
economy to help get the 
vountry through an ex- 
pocted tough year ahead. 
Prime Minister Clark 
said during the May 22 
election campaign that 
the mortgage plan and a 
promised $2 billion tax 
cut for low.and middle- 
income taxpayers would 
be a "major economic 
stimulus." 
But the benefits of the 
mortgage assistance plan 
have been put in doubthby 
the recent rise in interest 
.rates prompted by in- 
creases in the Bank of 
Canada lending rate, 
Mortgages have risen 
almost two percentage 
points since the Tortes 
took power in June and 
are clme to 13 par cent. 
• That has added about 
$500a year to the cast of a 
$40,000 mortgage, more 
than wiping out thz first 
year benefits of the 
mortgage plan. 
FRENCH POLITICS 
An old pro reappears 
By HRUCE LEVETT  
LONDON (CP) -- The 
splintered Rasscmblement 
pour la Republlque parly in 
France is showing signs of 
new unity as Jacques Chirac 
breaks his long silence ~o 
return to the political stage, 
Chirae projected an 
unusual, for him, con- 
ciliatory image in his ad- 
dress to the party's central 
committee. It marks his first 
major appearance since his 
Gaullist held their painful 
post-mortem on the 
European election three 
months ago. 
His new quiet approach is 
seen as a bid to bring the 
Gaulltst movement and 
public support behind him, 
with a view to providing a 
credible Gaullist candidacy 
in the presidential e ection to 
be held in 18 months. 
It contrasts markedly with 
his earlier fierce attacks 
aimed irectly at the Freucl~ 
government, for which the 
Gaullisis provides the 
largest body of voting 
support in parliament 
Chirac lost the support of 
influential party members 
who dislrusted him. 
Now, he concedes Ihut 
errors may have been rnadc 
in the nartv's campaign for 
the European election. The party. Chirac was confirmed 
Gaullists Mt rock bottom as leader but his tactics were 
with only 16 per cent of the sharply criticized. 
votes, fewer than any of the 
country's three other major . Chirac, who was President 
parties. , Giscard d'Estaing's first 
After the election, he jetti- prime minister, says his 
soned two of his closest ad. party needs reform in its 
risers, Pierre Juillet and structures, habits, methods 
Marie France Garaud, who and language to reinforce 
were influential within the internal cohesion. 
..TODAY IN HISTORY I
Sept. 28, 1979 
The Queen Mary, first 
British liner to exceed 1,000 
feet in length, was launched 
after a royal christening in 
Glasgow, Scotland, forty- 
five years ago today -- in 
1934. The 81,235-ton ship won 
the Atlantic Blue Riband 
from the French vessel 
Normandie four years later, 
crossing the Atlantic in 4t,2 
days, at an average speed of 
31,59 knots. In July, 1952, the 
American liner United 
Slates captured, the Blue 
Riband, making the crossing 
at :~5.59 knots in three days, 
10 hours and 40 minutes. 
18t5-  Austria, Prussia 
and Russia formed the Holy 
Alliance. 
1907- New Zealand at- 
tained Dominion status. 
1945 - -  Composer Bela 
Bartok died. 
1950 ~ A blue moon over 
various parts of the United 
Kingdom was said to have 
been a result of forest fires in 
Northern Alberta nd British 
Columbia. 
195S-  Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker arrived at 
Whitehorse to hecome the 
first prime minister to visit 
the Yukon while in office. 
His campaign toward this 
end, however, will not be di. 
rected against he govern- 
ment in parliament, he says. 
"The political changes we 
seek cannot come from a 
political manoeuvre inwhich 
the Socialist and Communist 
opposition would participate 
in pursuit of different• ob. 
Jectivea," he now says. 
However, there is no in- 
dication that Chirac and his 
party will ease their 
pressures on the government 
insofar as policy is con. 
cernod. 
He speaks of rising ex- - 
aperation in France and 
warns that this could 
provoke some "brutal 
react ions."  
Chirac's new appeal goes 
directly to the people. 
Through his chief 
economic adviser, Jean Meo, 
he outlines an economic 
program to replace the 
austerity plan followed by 
the Gaymond Barre 
government. 
It involves reviving ain'nd 
vestments and exports 
abandoning the principle of 
gentle growth. 
Such a program, Chirac 
contends, would be cheaper 
in the long run that paying 
unemployment benefits. 
l OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
. BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa,- Say this much for the Conservatives--at 
least they're trying to talk English in the big federal 
shop. 
They're actually calling members of their staff 
people. 
During the Trudeau years when the Liberals 
allowed the burgeoning bureaucracy to run the 
government instead of the government running the 
bureaucracy, those on staff were officially designated 
as "man-years." 
The when women's lib became the high fashion in 
federal  emplyment--especial ly in the Ottawa 
departmental  headquarters--th0se "man-years"  
naturally had to become known as "person-years." 
But now, proclaims Treasury Board President 
Sinclair Stevens in trimming the fat ol 60,000 "person- 
years," at an annual rate of 10,000 through 1982, from 
the grossly obese public service, people who work for 
the government are again just that: people. 
Now this sounds mad--and it is, which explains a lot- 
-but during those wild what's.money-years when the 
bureaucracy had the_ government bit in its teeth.the 
mandarins talked the Trudeau cabinet into giving 
them what they called "discretionar~ staffing and 
spending powers." 
Results: 
The public service leaped some 33 percent in fat to 
about 500,000 on the federal "person-years" payroll. 
The federal budget blew up from a modest less than 
$10 billion to a current $52 billion. 
So Sinclair Stevens lapped afreeze on all staffing- 
net just the "discretionary kind" that got anyone into 
the public trough who knew the right channels and the 
"people to see"--but all hiring, for two months. 
With the staff freeze was a moratorium on 
"discretionary spending" by senior bureaucrats. 
This, explained Sinclair Stevens, was imposed to 
assist the government in "attaining its clearly an- 
neuneed objectives that any and all unnecessary 
expenditures be avoided." 
Which in plain English meant no more dipping into 
the Treasury on whim to finance some pet program 
which might but an ambitious bureaucrat he 
rsputatim as a "big thinker," or best of all "an 
im~inat ive innovator." 
So it looks like just perhaps the government will 
take the spending reins back into its own hands and 
stop the ever-expanding, and free,pending public 
service boffins from runmng us all even deeper into 
debt. 
The senior public service, of course, doesn't ears for 
this at  all. 
With the public service unions it has been so long in 
charge of the federal shop it's painful to have to 
surrender the keys to the cash register. 
Together the unions and the service seniors 
dreamed up that wonderful gimmick "person-years" 
that resulted in giantism of the bureaucracy. 
They thought not in terms of policies and positions 
and demanded the cabinet rubber stamp the required 
number of "person-years" tocover them. 
You can build up a big staff-an empire, in fact-that 
way,  with few questions asked, especially when 
staffing and spending was "discretionary." 
The Official Languages Act, too, pried up a lot of 
staff fat. A "person-year" who failed language 
training had to be given another position, created for 
him or her, in the same salary bracket, regardless of 
the lack of need or even work for a unbllingual person 
at that level, while another "person-year" was 
provided to do the job he or she had occupied. 
That sort of nonsense was successfully defended for 
years hy the unions and the bureaucrats. 
Now the heat is on, the unions are spending $250,000 
in an advertising campaign to tell the taxpayers what 
great people pubUc servants are. 
It's sure to backfire as a campaign. 
For the Conservati~,e cutback on the public service 
was one at their higgest selling points in the election. 
In Ottawa the campaign will be directed at the 
converted, the public service population dominating 
the city. Elsewhere in the country it will be ignored, 
laughed at, or arouse hostility. 
It has no even forlorn hope c/success, for what new 
government whould dare go back onone of its most 
basic election promises to bring staffing and spending 
into some sort of line? 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
On Friday, SepL 14 1979, 
shortly after supper, a 
porcupine left the safety of 
his wild environment and 
visited a residential rea of 
oar city. Anarea filled with 
ahildren. The visitor was 
first noted when a group of 
ahildren were standing in a 
drcle'around a small animal 
in the middle of the road. 
@tided it had I~ai]-eaough of 
our staring and trotted off, 
up a tree far out o~ reach of 
any would.be capton. It 
seemed he planned to(and 
rid) remain there until well 
after dark. 
The procupine was again 
sighted at about l p.m., but 
was still not receptive toour 
futile attempts o evict him. 
Feeling frustrated and 
dsturb~l that there was 
The porcupine then sought " mbody who could deal with 
our problem, one family 
refuge, quills ever at the retired for the night. 
ready under a pickup. The 
neighbourhood children We don't know what 
naturally were curious and happened after that, as our 
several threw stones and biendwasneversemagaln. 
poked with sticks. However, we shodder to 
In a effort o find out hew 
to safely dispose of the 
animal, the RCMP were 
called, who in turn, coo- 
tacted the gamewarden. The 
game warden, whose 
reaponstbilRy it is to dispose 
of such intruders, tated that 
he was on his roof and was 
mt coming down before 
dark. The game warden did 
suggest, however, we could 
to capture the creature 
~WY planing a garbage can 
upside down over it, then slip 
a sheet of plywood under it 
and thereby being able to 
turn the can over and 
transport i out of the city 
ourmlvea. 
While contemplating the 
pitfalls of the proposed 
procedures, and preparing 
can. our prickly visitor 
think what could have 
happened to our children or 
any dozen or so children, in 
the neighheurheod. We also 
cringe at the thought of the 
many loved pets, which 
could have hllen victim to 
its quills, 
We wonder what the game 
warden's response would 
have been had our visitor 
been a bit larger, Would his 
roof have been equally 
important if it had been a 
bear or a wolf?. We can 
appreciate h  has a personal 
life to live outside ot his work 
responsibility, however, we 
also feel that here should be 
somebody available to deal 
with these occuranees in a 
personal, professional 
mamler,  
Yours truly, 
D.G. Wyper 
iF. . . . . .  - . . . . . . . .  
I 
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A LOOK A T NATURAL .GAS 
Do we really knov  the risks involved 
By GARRY FAIRBAIRN be viewed from widely 
CALGARY (CP) -  While different perspec.tives," J. 
Canada and other nations Reed Walker of Applied 
prepare to build fleets of Technology Corp., Norman, 
tankers to carry liquefied Okla., told the recent World 
natural gas, world analysts Petroleum Congress in 
are still trying to determine Bucharest, Romania. 
the risks involved in such "At one extreme, It is a 
shipping. ' panacea that will provide the 
"Llquefiednatural gas can answer to many energy 
Tibet's future, 
a vague reply 
PEKING (Reuter) -- 
Former prime minister 
Rierre Trudeau asked Vice- 
I<~emier Deng Xiaoping 
~q ng Hsiao-ping) on osaay to disclose China's 
~9.11cy on the future of Tibet 
~e ived  a vague reply. 
Tr~d~au says he has been 
unsuccessful in seeking from 
Deng an answer on whether 
Peking planS to colonize 
thinly.populated' Tibet with 
Chinese when the vast region 
bordering on India Is brought 
out'of the Middle Ages into 
modern times. 
Health 
officials 
debate 
disease, 
refugees 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Federal 
and Ontario health officials 
appear TO disagree on tim 
degree of tuberculosis found 
in refugeee entering Canada 
from Southeast Asian 
camps. 
But they agreed Tuesday 
that the health of the general 
Tibet is about the size of 
Quebec but has less than one- 
third its population. 
Trudeau had just' returned 
from the region when he met 
with Dang for two hours. 
China took over Tibet in 1951 
two years after the late 
Chinese l ader Man Tse-tung 
founded thz People's 
Republic. 
He told reporters after the 
meeting: "The Peking 
government is obviously 
doing a lot to bring Tibet into 
the modern times out of the 
Middle Ages. What happens 
when they suc.o ceed? Will 
they also have succeeded in
getting Tibetans to consider 
themselves part of China? 
Or with higher education and 
development will Tibetans 
say, 'We don't want o belong 
to anybody .., Why can't we 
be independent?'" 
Trudeau said he would 
have thought one way of. 
dealing with this would be to 
populate the region with 
Chinese. 
He said he saw evidence of
this around Lhasa, the 
capital of Tibet, where many 
Chinese re members of the 
armed forces. 6 
Trudeau sid when he asked 
Deng about his, "All he an- 
swered .., is 'You knowhnot 
too many people want to go 
and live in 'Tibet xor they 
don't find it all that cam- 
respectively having ac- tanker carrying refined, problems and at the other 
extreme it is a hazard that 
will lead to the deaths of tens 
of thousands of people." 
Although neither extreme 
is true, Walker said, there ie 
no reliable way to estimate 
the chances of disastrous 
accidents. 
Scientists had developed 
theories of how large 
quantities of liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) would 
react when spilled, forming 
a cold, dense cloud that 
would flow over water or 
"However, presently way, accused en- 
available information is not vironmentalists of being too 
suffi'cient to determine criUcal of gas. 
accurately where the cloud "There seems to be an 
will ignite, the number of excess of critical voices 
cumulated 183 and 777 ship highly flammable products 
years of service," would have exhibited the 
Describing a 1974 ex- same hazard?' 
plesion on the Japanese Describing how liquid gas 
tankshlp Yoyu Maru, where shipments are becoming people injured or kill~l, or against gas for safety and 
the amount of property environmental reasons," 
damage." Counting both liquid gas 
While Walker's remarks 
provided little comfort for 
such areas as the Marillmea, 
a possible destinaUon for 
planned liquid gas tankers 
from the Arctic, another 
congress paper was more 
33 people died, Kvamsdal 
said that disaster esulted 
and liquid petroleum gas  from a collision that rup- 
(LPG) shipments, Kvam- tured wing tanks carrying 
sdal said "ships have been 32,-000 cubic metres of 
involved in 26 serious in- naphtha. 
cidenta but only one leakage 
has been reported. The 43,000 cubic metres of 
"There is no record of fire liquid gas in the ship's centre 
or 'explosion in any gas tanks were not immediately 
essential for areas that 
cannot receive gas by 
pipeline, Masao Tange of 
Tokyo Gas Co. Ltd. said 
liquid gas already provides 
'37 per cent of tdwn gas and 
seven per cent of electric 
power in Japan. 
Despite the Yoyu Maru 
accident in Tokyo Bay, 
ground before forming, a 
flammable methane.air 
plume. 
optimistic. . cargo. The statistics are 
R.S. Kvamsdal of Moss bosed on records from 43 and 
Resenberg Verft AS, Nor- "138 LNG and LPG ships, 
released and hnd no effect on Japan would have six tar. 
the number of deaths, he minals to receive liquid gas 
argued: "Any ordinary by the end of this year. 
Altogether, Kvamsdal 
said, there are 11 liquid gas 
trading routes in the world, 
three being .developed and 
nine being considered. 
Walker, meanwhile, 
agreed that "absolute safety 
cannot be provided from any 
system where large quan- 
tiUes of energy are stored, 
transported or used." 
Many studies, he said, 
ignore the risks involved in 
the alternatives toliquid gas. 
And, in any case, the 
future of liquid gas ship- 
ments "may ultimately 
depend on the urgency of the 
gas shortage," Walker said. 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
Plumbing. Heating - Commercial Servicing 
Residential • Industrial -Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet ~tal  Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4434 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 63S.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 4B5 OR 635-9320 
Install &" Service Gas, Wood & Oil Forancas 
Yellowhead Hay 
& Grain 
• Complete Ilneof livestock feed and supplement 
• Clean and utility grain 
• Founts and feeders for oil livestock 
- Dry dog & cat food 
• Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
NO W OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skeona Hotel) 
4513 Greig 635-2326 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
' ; TO Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
• ~ 4SO JOHN DEER 'k GRADING ~ I.AND CLEARING 
WITH 5TH WHE(L ~t" BACKFILLING "j~ LEVELING 
TERRACE 
DAVE & ALLAN 
PHONE ANYTIME 
635.3505 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, F ENCING, 
WATER SOFTENERS ~ AND MORE -- 
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B,C Hydro 
635-'/158 
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Canada has similar prob- 
lems with its French Cana- 
dians, Indians and Eskimos. 
Trudesu said Deng "spoke 
at great length about Soviet 
imerlalism and made it clear 
that in his mind the dif- 
ferences between Moscow 
and Peking have their origin 
in Russian chauvinism 
which is worse, as he put it, 
than in the czarist days." 
Deng also was "qUite 
direct and rather 
pessimistic" about the Sine. 
Soviet alks in Moscow this 
week, Trudeau said. 
Trudeau said Deng told 
him the talks "might go on 
for a very long time without 
much progress." 
Deng also said Peking sup- 
ports the Arab cause -- in 
particular, Palestlnlan 
claims. 
He suggested the United 
States change its policy of 
support for Israel and un- 
derstand that friendship with 
the Arabs would remove the 
danger of what he termed as 
Soviet imperialism in the 
Middle East. 
"He (Deng) said they 
themselves a Chinese never 
contested the right of Israel 
to exist and that he wasn't 
suggesting the United States 
abandon Israel," Trudeau 
said. 
On the peace agreement 
between Egypt and Israel, 
Trudeau said Deng com- 
mented "rather candidly 
Dr. A.C. MeKenna, chief of 
Ontario's chest disease 
service, said the degree of 
infectiousness was probably 
nil in the 33 refugees with 
tuberculosis who entered the 
province during the last few 
months. 
All were treated with 
drugs before leaving 
Southeast Asia and now are 
receiving follow-up treat- 
ment in Ontario, including 
three who were admitted to 
hospital. The drugs render 
the disease non.iefectious 
within about seven days, but 
treatment must be continued 
for several' months to 
achieve a cure. 
Federal an~' provincial 
health officials appear, 
however, to differ on how the 
cases were defined when 
they entered Canada. 
Dr. McKenna'said federal 
authorities labelled the cases 
aeUve, but not contagious; a 
spokesman for the federal 
health department said all 
the cases were designated 
inactive by federal officials. 
The federal spokesman 
said persons suffering active 
or contagious tuberculosis 
are not allowed to enter 
under the Immigration Act. 
Persons with contagious' 
tuberculosis pread the 
disease by spraying large 
numbers of germs into the 
air when they cough or 
sneeze. Someone with active 
...... FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, bear teeth , bear claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
, moose or deer antlers (slngleor pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
STARBOARD 
TACK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' Sai lboats 
& Accessories 
635-30Oi 
Ken Hansen 
iOl lrld Ep, 
dc l J ,  G l r l l% 
CC-CP  
tuberculosis is sick with the that he understood Egypt, 3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
that it is looking for peace." disease, although-that per- son may not spread enough Deng's remarks "show an Natural Foods -- Books-- Local Crafts 
germs to be considered con- open-minded or moderate tagioue, Inactive tuber- approach to the Middle East ANYONE CAN SHOPAT DELIGHTS... 
eulnsis means germs are question," Trudeau said. ONLY MEMBERSGET DISCOUNTS 
"He doesn't go for the pure present in the body but not 
growing, Arab line any more than he , _ -- 
David Cromble's tatement line," 
Monday made no mention of Deng also told Trudeau the 
active tuberculosis, He said Chinese support the deposed '~ 
that no lndochlnese r fugees regime of Cambodian 
with contnginustuberculosis Premier Po lPotwhewas l~~.  / to the_. ( I  
are being admitted, chased out of the capital of ~/ .. _ _ .~ .  ~_ 
But spokesmen at both Phnom Penh earlier in the : ~ / ,%.  
levels of government year by Vietnameseled rebel 
suggested the important forces. 
distinction is between "He explained they were 
contagious and non- supporting a principle of the 
contagious, inviolability of frontiers and 
they were not condoning UM PHONE 635-6357 
The executive director of everything that Pol Pot had 
the Canadian Lung done," T.rudeau said. 
Association said active He added that the way 
tuberculosis should not be a 
determining factor when 
allowing immigrants into 
Canada -- "especially 
pollUcal refugees like the 
boat oeonle." 
De~:g had explained it 
"sounded as though e had 
regretted he had not ex- 
pressed earlier some of his 
fears, or reservations, about 
Pal' Pot." 
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Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
VA Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 635.3934 
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Her ' In-Law' 
Is an Out law 
By Abigail Van Buren 
lg79 by Chicago Tr,bune.N Y News Synd, Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I was married last week, and just prior to 
the wedding I was introduced to a cousin of my soon-to-be 
husband. What a shoekl I couldn't believe it. This cousin was 
the SAME man who, a year ago, tied me up and robbed the 
gi : shop where I worked, l spent 90 minutes bmmd and 
ge [ged by this man, and now he is a relative. I am not guess- 
in . I am absolutely positive! 
'Cousin" gave no indieation that he had ever seen me 
before, and I said nothing. So, Dear Abby, if you were in my 
place, would you tell your husband, or remain ... 
FOREVER GAGGED 
DEAR GAGGED: ! would tell my husband first. Then l
would tell the police. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 13-year-old girl, writing this letter at 
9:45 on a Sunday morning. I have been awake since 6:30 a.m. 
and am very tired. The reason? The dog next door has been 
barking loudly and nonstop since 6:30 a.m. 
This is nothing new. Our neighbors put their Doberman 
pinseher out on their tiny back porch, which is very close to 
my bedroom window, and when the dog is out there he barks 
incessantly! 
Yesterday I was awakened at 7 a.m., but not by the dog. 
This time it was the entire family {mother and three kids) 
having one of their knockdown, drag-out, screaming 
arguments. There is yelling, slapping, cursing, crying and 
door slamming very often over there. 
My mother talked to the lady next door once about all the 
noise, but it did no good. Please tell me what to do before I
get, put away for poisoning a dog. 
READY TO KILL 
DEAR READY: There are laws against disturbing the 
peace. Call the police. Aud keep calling them until you get 
rome action, Noisy neighbors and barking dogs are low on 
the list of law.enforcers' priorities, but il at first you don't 
mueeeed,,trY, try again. And don't gi.v.e,.uP ....... , ,.,.. 
' DEAR ABBY: I Was heartened by yobr'~:01u/6n devoted to 
the many virtues of walking. 
As you pointed out, walking aids in weight loss, improves 
health and conserves gasoline. But bicycling has the follow- 
ing added advantages over walking: 
• It takes less time. 
• It does not cause blisters, aehing arehes or other foot 
problems. 
• It expands one's travel range. Not many people live 
within walking distance of their jobs, but one can easily 
bicycle 5 to 10 miles a day. 
• The bicycle carries loads too heavy to carry while walk- 
ing. ., ; , '~ .IvA~t~7,~'1.: ~,.. ~;' 
With so many advantages, bicycling can become.an cues- 
Live alternative to automobile travel. 
ELLEN F. IN PALO ALTO 
DEAR ELLEN: Right onl Our AFFluence has INfluenced 
our waistlines, We csn learn a tot from our European and 
Adatic cousins. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO S.M. IN MPLS: No one said it bet- 
ter than the Iste Justice Louis D. Brandeis: "The right to be 
left aioue Is the most comprehensive of rights, and tbe right 
most valued in civilized man." 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
- - - - - -  Frances Drake__  
FOR WEDNESDAY, 
SEP TEMBER 26, I979 
ARIES 
(Ma . '1 te Aprl 
If you shun costly 
amusements, you'll have a 
rewarding day. Stress high- 
minded pursuits. Be sure to 
take loved ones with you. 
TAURUS ~ .  ,, 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Don't let talk be a substitute 
for action re a domestic 
matter. Others are en- 
thusiastic but inclined to 
procrastinate. 
GEMINI 20) 11~"  
(May 21 to 3une 
Romantic possibilities 
abound for singles, and 
marrieds should feel 
especially close now. Don't be 
slipshod re work projects. 
CANCER 22) ~1~ 
(June ~.1 to July 
Despite good earning 
potential, you're inclined to 
exlravagance now. Don't let a 
family member feel left out of 
your activities. 
LEO @I .--C~ 
Take advantage of 
favorable trends for romance 
and creative activity. Take no 
offense at a teenager's at- 
titude, which later improves. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 
Watch out for exaggerated 
versions of the truth. A good 
time for home purchases. 
Investigate renovations for 
bedrooms and attics. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ~--~-~ m 
Take the initiative in 
discussions. Be a leader in 
group activities. Don't follow 
the example of an extravagant 
friend, to.am to say "no." 
SCORpio 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Career 'ideas may be 
somewhat grandiose. Stick to 
ventures with money-making 
potential. Know when to push 
and when to bide your time, 
SAGITrARIUS ,,~...a~ 
(Nov. ~o. to Dec. 21) *~ ~"P" 
Stop procrastinating and 
take positive steps towards 
the realization of a plan, 
:Nothing should stop you, once 
you get going. 
CAPRICORN ~, j~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Don't take too many into 
your confidence now. You'll 
make better progress by 
working from behind-the- 
scenes. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. ~-0 to Feb. 18) 
It may be premature toact 
on a career plan, but the social 
scene is lively. Keep in touch 
with old friends and those at a 
distance. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Not all the pieces fit, but 
you'll have to act now to take 
advantage of favorable career 
and work trends. Business 
looks promising. 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
IO.Z 
/ 
l'l~/'~ i l . ,~ , l  P.,.~, ~wd,r,,te 
"HARRY . .. HOW MUCH ARE THESE 
LAXATIVE PILLS?" 
L 
:: . .  
CR()SSWORD 
ACROSS 410 Inform on 54 Moved inch 10 Construction 
1 English 42 Ibsen by Inch battalion 
navigator heroine DOWN man of WWII 
6 Baseball's 43 Wheel part . 1 Contribute U Head (Anat.) 
• Blue, and 44 Challengas Z Nasty 13 Narrow 
namesakes 46 Roofing 3" -  In the ' openings 
11 Office slate Family" 18 Type of cord 
hangout 47 Symbol 4 Retain Zl Biblical 
IZ Worships 49 Military 5 Strayed place 
14 Headpiece command 6 lee cream Z3 Austrian spa 
for an elk 51 Edit a film flavor 25 Mark with 
15 Sane 52 Swept 7 Adored one ddges 
16 Butter unit forward 8 June beetle 2"/Complete 
17 Danger 53 Flower 9 Defensive 'Z9 lee cream 
19 Japanese part coverings topping 
sash Avg, selullon time: ~ rain. 31 Pains 
20 Indians IAISIHIEISggLIEITgB I ITIEI 
Roman 549 ISITIAISIHII I IRIEJDIEISI 
23 Author lPI,~SI'I-IAIIVI I INICIEINITI 
Harta ~IAILITI I I~-~PJA]~IEI 
24 Caruso, IMIAIEgg EIRINggDIAIL IEISI 
for one IAILIEIEIIAI~IAI l IN to  
~iGratilles . IRIEINITIEIDI ID~NII INIGI 
=II:ZIEL~V~EIYISIEII21 
28 Roman 599 IP lAL~IH IA IA IP lT IO ID]E I  
30 Conjunction IEILI I I E IE IS IT IE IE IM/ I  I 
31 Circus ISIAJD]DIEISITIIAIt~EINIDI 
, performer IT I I IL~NIN[EMISIPI~IEIEI  
Postpone IO IN IE~EIRg[E IS IS IE IN I  
Chowder 1-28 
ingredient Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
Compact 
masses 
33 Mob 
34 Sailor 
36 Fodder 
3~ Obliterated 
38 Stormed 
41 Kid " 
44 Ten: 
prefix 
45 Shirt 
ornament 
48 Sass 
50 Work unit 
., ," ' . .  
By Eugene Sl /#r 
14 
16 ~ 17 
2O 21 
24 
lt!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii!i 
22 
2s 
139 ~ 40 
Ill!i!iiii!iii 
r l l l l  fIBril II 
~ 53 
15 
18 ~ 19 
26 27 
29 ~ 30 
34 ~ 35 
41 ~42 
45 ~ 46 
~ 49 50 
'CRVPTO~UIP 
,ow 
"13 
36 37 38 
m 
7-28 
DFHK GF ILFOB GFHMEMBK HFAM EF J  
MBLMBTMI  DIOAAJ  DOMAT TF J  
Yesterday's Cryptaquip --  LADY'S VALIANT PRINCE 
CONSORT HAPPILY PROVED HIS LOVE. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: 0 equals I 
The Cr'AP~I~p is a simple sul~tttut;Im dpber In which each 
letter ued Mantis for another. If you think tlmt X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the pa~e. Stnsle letters, short words, 
and words eudng an apostrophe can give you dues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
19~ King Featur~ Sy~llclteo Inc. 
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.SPORTS 
Deadlines for games 
Entry deadlines have been 
announced for potential 
partieipants in the 1980 
Northern B.C. Winter 
Games, to take place in 
Williams Lake FCh.1 and 2, 
say Kitimat-Stiklae r gional 
directors Ndi Worbays and 
notification. Ako, if groups 
are interested in hcoting a 
regional playoff In any of the 
sports, they are asked to 
be completed before Dec. 22, 
1979, and their mallout 
deadline is January 1,1960. 
The directors emphasize 
secured billets for 1,200 of 
the athletes, 
Thoy have also completed 
their list of events f~' the 
notify Worboyo and that entry forms will mt be 
Neumann by Nov. 1 accepted, and that all in- 
All regional playcffs must dvldualentry forms must be 
be eempleted and the results, fully completed when se~t in. 
sent to the directors before 5 In addition, all entries 
He promised changes 
back Mik~ McAr- National Football League, dividuel players in public, TORONTO (CP) - -  Head 
coach Forreet Gregg, who 
said he planned to shake up 
Toronto Argonauts, stuck to 
his word Tuesday by trading 
veteran defensive end 
c~AYne Smith to Saakat- 
an Roughriders and 
three player~. 
rgouauts, third in the 
Eastern Football Conference 
and i~eparinr ¢~r a home 
game S atur~,~y against 
~!lllnllton', Tiger-Cats, also 
p~c~l~ronnlng back Terry 
Metcalll~. the ~O-day or tour.- 
game i :r~l~..st. 
Metcalf, W~o has scored 
five touchdowfls thip season, 
suffered a sprained ankle 
last Saturday In Vancouver 
when the Argonauts lost 
their fourth siralghhgnme, 
34-25 to British Co~[~nhla 
Lions. 
"We've been patient, but 
that's going to stop," said 
Gro~, whose Argos lead 
ascend-place Ottawa Rough 
Riders by three points and 
Hamilton by four. 
Gregg, in his first year 
with the Canadian Football 
League teem, sent Smith, a 
graduate of Halifax Buc- 
caneers Seniors, to wtnless 
Saskatchewan for future 
considerations . . . . . .  
Smith, a 10-year veteran, 
started his CFL career with 
Ottawa, then went to British 
Columbia nd Toronto where 
he was in his third year. 
gamco. The categories of- The Argos cut import 
feted are : archery, bad- defensive back Jim Mar- 
mintoa ,  basketba l l ,  shall, import running back 
thur.himporthwide 
receiverolAl Cheyter and 
defensive back Steve 
Ackroyd, from Univerv~'y of
Western Ontario. 
Rookie defenyive end Gary 
Ambzrsqn, from Coneordla 
University in Montreal, will 
take S~ni~'s place on the 
roster. Anderson, 25, was 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers' 
sixth-round choice in 1976. 
However, the ~-foot-4, 245- 
pounder, missed~e 1976 and 
1977 seasomy becapsehof 
kneelyqggery on two ov- 
casions, thenlp layed 
seninghxootball forhSto nzy 
Vreek, Ont., in 19~8hand 
earlier thpyhyzar, h6 
Metcalf, formerlyhwilh St. 
Louis. Cardinals of the 
ishthird in the EFC in said Monday:  
rushing wi~ 558 yards on 114 "The thing that bothers me" 
carries. He's second in the is that, basically, we have 
conference in pass receiving the same "people on defence, 
with 387 yards on 37 but the unit is not playing 
receptions, well. We bad an excellent 
Payton, who went on the dsfence at the start of the 
roster earlier this month, season. Now I believe our 
was signed by Cleveland defence has lost confidence 
Browns as a free agent in in itself. We can't hold back 
1977. The brother of star 
running back Walter Payton 
of Chicago Bears then joined 
Detroit Lions and Kansas 
City Chiefs before being 
picked up by the Argonauts. 
Marshall. was signed by 
thee Argonauts as a free 
agent after playing two 
seasons for Soskdtchewan. 
Gregg, who h~a been 
careful not to criticize in. 
any longer; we'll have to 
make changes. 
"Our front four hasn't bad 
a quarterback sack in three 
games and we have other 
people who are just not 
getting the job done." 
McArthur, a rookie, sat out 
the last two Toronto games 
with a shoulder injury but 
has recovered enough to join 
Mark Bragagnolo in the 
backfield. 
Just a Quebec boy 
MONTREAI.T.~CP) - -  His 
way. of life ha~ changed 
drastically, but Gilles 
ViUeneuve remains the same 
sensible person who 
emerged from Berthierville, 
Qua., to become a citizen of 
the world through auto 
racing. 
.Villeneuve, who won the 
Canadian Grand Prix here 
last year, is back with his 
Ferrari team.mate Jody 
Sohekter -- current •world 
driving champion - -  for this 
year's race on Sunday. 
Three years ago 
Villeneuve's name 5was 
relatively unknown outside 
Canadian auto racing. Now 
he commands the presi- 
dential suite in his hotel be. 
cause of the number of 
happy to do this," said 
Villeuetwe. 
He reoalla that 1974 could 
have been the year that 
pushed him out of racing, 
"but no matter how had 
thi~8~, got, I never thought of 
quit~.g " but there was 
always-the chance of being 
pushed out'.", 
In 1974 Vllloneuve went 
through his roughest period 
after his snowmobile' sponsor 
went baulu'upt "so I had no 
way of earn ingmoney 
during the winter." 
"I looked hack at the 
summer and figured nobody 
"And I didn't know what was 
in the future." 
He begged wmd borrowed 
to support himself and his 
snowmobile. Thzn he 
inherited an automobile 
from an old friend and things 
moved along until he scored 
a big win in an auto race at 
Trois.Rivferes, que. 
James Hunt was on the 
grid that day and was' so 
impressed with Villeneuve's 
performance he told his 
McLaren team about the 
young Canadian. 
Villeneuve signed a five- 
racz contract with McLaren broemball, bowling, boxing, Eddie Payton and Canadian 
chess, curling, duplicate wide receiver Vic Anensen. would want to give a ride to in 1977 and got into one race 
bridge, figure skating, They too four players off the someone as bad as I was," a Silverstone, England, but 
wmnastlcs, hockey, indoor injured list -- import said Villeneuve, who sup- was dropped from the team.. 
soccer ,  raquetba l l ,  defensive back Mike ported himself in thoye days But Ferrari came along last" 
erosseountry  sk i ing,  Williams, import running by geeing snowmobiles, season. 
downh i l l  sk i ing ,  people who want to talk to 
• Pai.'d him. Nottingham in m°wshocl~andwrestling ' But Villeneuve, 26, is volleyball Any information that is . happy to suffer the long days 
available should be of being in demand. 
requested from the regioaal price ,,if i can help the race, 
drectora, help the sport, I'm only too LONDON * ' - -  Eu- "Liverpool, facing a tough 
ropean champion Not- 
t in .am Forest advanced to 
George Noumann. 
p.m. on Dec. I0, 1979. If your must go through the regional 
Entrants must notify the sportreqalrex a playoff, you direttors, except entries 
regional directors Inwriti~ will be notified the week of from Terrnco scheok, which 
ef there intent o enter on or Nov. 4, and told where and 
before Novemf~*.r.l~,~1979:-'... :whon it will be. are to l~e sent to Skip 
The address |x ,~es  is ~:  :Dec. 1.5 is the last day that Bergsma, 
Mount Elisal~t~_~.._d~.. retlioaal directors can mall Meanwhile, the organizers 
School, 149i '~Klngflsllez" entries to Williams Lake. in Williams Lake are busy 
Avenue, Kltimj~,lY;~; ~ ,~'fhei'e are two exceptions to prelmring for the Influx of 
leg. Complete~i*~/J~m.I ~thls, doad!!ne: ~Hng and 
retries must q~, , "~ ' " -mowshoeb~g.~p~y~fS  mint 
over 1,700 people they ex- 
peel At present, hey have 
BEREA, Ohio (AP) -  o r ts  
Cleveland coach Sam ". iefs 
Rutigltano said Tuesday ____  
The Terrace Northmen Terrace's AI Weotbruck Kevin Wells picking up a converted It to put the undefeated Browns paid a 
RngbyClubhesbeenontho scored a try with Bill btockedkick&ndruaningit .Ten'aceclubupg-3. Warcup-dear price for their 26-7 
in for a try. Rupert's Bill booted a penalty kick to National Football Lea. gue 
McGammon booted a complete the Terr'aee victory over Dall~s ST. LOUIS (AP) --  Kevin 
road for the last two 
weekends, winning two 
Mmes against Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert. 
On Sunday, Sept.19, the 
Northman...-tragelle& -.to- 
~tlmat to play, wimin8 (I;0. 
Theflrst half saw no scoring, 
while in the second half, 
Warcup kicking the convert 
to score the game's only 
point, penalty kick to make the scoring, but Rupert made it Cowboys, 
Five Cleveland players On SepL23; The Northmen ball-time score 4-3 for 134 with one last kick 
travelled to Prince Rupert Terrace. Ne~t game for the Nor- 
making.a seccese..~of...-the .... In. the ..sccoud-.balf, Ken.....thmea withe against Prince 
Journey by'beating the Upimkyseoredatryaftera RupertonSunday, Sept.50at 
Rupert squad19-6, The first good run by Ken Sum- 2 p.m. on the Skeena 
half wae opend by Terrace'a merfelt, and Bill Warcup Secondary field.. 
No one wants Whitecaps 
By GRANT KERR eouver had made with "We took advantage ofth, 1979 Soccer Bowl in Mew 
English players whzn they loans system agreement be- York, are a mainly English 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  
Vamcouver Whitecaps are 
having trouble placing some 
players from their North 
American Soccer League 
championship team with 
English Football Association 
clubs for the winter season. 
President John Best of the 
Whitecaps said Tuesday that 
agreements Which Van- 
wore on the injured list after 
Monday night's game, With 
defensive nd Lyle Alzado 
the most seriously hurt. 
Alzado sprained his left 
knee early in the game, then 
reinjured it in a freak ac- 
cident on the way to the 
dressing room at Municipal 
Stadium. 
The coach said a security 
guard, holdinghack a crowd 
of enthusiastic fans trying to 
wer~ purchased last winter tween the NASLHand the 
;aren't . being honored/:EngiikhFootball Association 
a l '~ore  ;by ' the.~-Fo0tha II- when he.signed players like 
As~fctation. Roger Kenyon, Trevor 
"This is turning into a 
major problem for the 
Whitecaps because our 
players, at least some of 
them, want to play in 
England this Winter," Best 
told a news conference after 
arriving back from England. 
Whitecaps  to 
make changes 
Whymark and Willie 
Johnston before the 1979 
season. These players were 
assured that they would he 
able to play hack home this 
winter. 
"Now the Football Assovi- 
ation has come along and 
changed all the rules, which 
makes it difficult, if not 
impossible, to live 5up to 
5onr contractual greements 
with the players." 
Best said he was 
frustrated and discouraged 
because, following hps 
VANCOUVEI~ (CP) --  
Vancouver Whitecaps will 
make changes to their 
Soccer Bowl championship 
lineup before the start of the 
1980 North American Soccer 
League season, manager 
Tony Waiters aid Tuesday. 
Waiters told a news con- 
ference that it is "highly 
unlikely that he same group 
of players can make such a 
high achievement again." 
"Every game next year 
will be like a Soccer Bowl 
game for the opposition 
when they play the 
Whitecaps," said Waiters. 
"And teams which win a 
championship must be better 
the following season because 
the standards in the league 
also will be better. 
meetings inEngland, he was 
told that agreements made 
with players prior to Jonz, 
1919, would be honored. 
"They've created a 
monster," Best said. 
"They've given no reason for 
their refusal to honor these 
previous agreements. The 
players are back in England 
just sitting there, not 
knowing where they stand.h6 
"All our deals .with the 
"It's also a question of players were above board. Crowd got desire, as well, In my There was nothing shady 
opinion, the 1979 team which about he deals. We've given 
the hammer 
SPLIT, Yugoslavia (AP) 
- -  Spectators at the eighth 
Mediterranean Games 
literally took a hammering 
Tuesday, 
Italian hammer thrower 
Gianpalo Urlando won the 
event on his first throw -- 
feet 43,4 inches --  then twk~e 
let the balland-chain fly~to 
the stands. 
On his third and. sixth. 
throws, Urlando let :he 
hammer go too late, and it 
bounced on the track across 
the triple jump pad ind into 
the stands. Some fans 
panicked and ran for the 
exits when the missile 
landed near them. 
Thehammer throw was off 
to a rough start from the 
very first try of the day when 
the iron ball broke away" 
from the chain as another 
Italian, Edoardo Pod- 
berscek, was competing. The 
hall knocked own the cage 
and competition bad to he 
suspended.. . . .  . 
won the Soccer Bowl won't 
aces#gorily be good enough 
to win it in ,1980." 
Waiters aid he will spend 
three months in England re- 
cruiting for 1980 after the 
Vancouver management 
decides what type of players 
the team can afford to look 
at. 
"We came a long way this 
past season and~ to achieve 
this again, we must get in- 
volved in heavy recruiting," 
he said. 
The only Vancouver player 
from 1979 not under contract 
is skilled midflelder Alan 
BaH, 34, who .was on loan 
from Southampton of the 
English first division. Bail 
has returned home to finish 
out the final year of his 
contract. 
Club president John Best 
said the Vancouver board of 
directors will meet next 
week to discuss financial 
matters, along with his 
future with the team. It has 
been speculated that Best 
may join anotlwr NASL 
N~aA~I~ er possibly move to 
headquarters in New 
York. for a league position. 
sworn statements to the 
Xootball Association that 
these deals were made 
before the une deadline." 
Best said that NASL 
commissponer  Ph l l  
Wonsnam has filed a com- 
plaint with the Football As. 
sociati0n on behalf of at least 
three NASL teams. The 
Whitecaps, winners o f  the 
side. get near the players, fell off 
The~Vaneauver p esident the roof of a dugout onto 
saidmahyWhitecapplaysrs, Alzado, who was knocked 
including Kenyon, Whymark down on the dugout steps. 
and Johnston, had been Alzado, who has been 
promised that they would he '~edited with bolstering the 
able to play in England this Browns' pass rush this year, 
winter, a desirable condition was injured the firkt time the 
daring the NASL off.seassn. 
Best said the Whitecaps 
and, possibly the NASL, 
would have to consider 
taking legal action against 
the Football Associatidn for 
defensive unit was on the 
field but came back to play 
mast of the game with the 
knee taped. 
Tuesday, the knee was 
placed in a cast. Rutigliane 
its move. said he doesn't have any idea 
"These contracts with the yet whether Alzado will be 
players were signed long able to play in Houston on 
"before the new ruling was Sunday. 
made," said Best. "It's not Greg Pruitt, the Browns' 
honorable to back out before starranning back, suffered a
the end of the loans mild kneesprain. 
Rutigliane voiced a note of 
caution for fans who .might 
be getting Super Bowl fever 
after four wins in a row, 
saying that with 12 games to 
play it was too early to "put 
a crown on the Browns' 
bead." 
ngr,winenL" 
Team nlanager Tony 
Waiters of the Whitecaps 
said many of the'Va~ouver 
players wetd signed to NASL 
contracts because the" 
players were assured they 
could return to England to 
play. 
*'The players certainly feel 
cheated by this move and 
they're wondering just hew 
they got caught in the 
middle," said Waiters..'.!.The 
loans agreement was a. g0~, 
deal for us. . ,, 
"We wanted to make sin'S, 
that our players kel~t,:*fit' 
through the winter andwe~e 
ready for the MASL season 
in the spring. Now we're 
going to have to look for 
eompetpt  n fo r  
them outside P~ England 
and away from their homes. 
It's net a happy situation." 
BLUES SIGN THREE 
Willison, Serge Mensrd and 
Denis 'Houle hage signed 
contracts with~St. Louis 
Blues, the National Hockey 
League team announced 
Tuesday.. All three were 
amateur draft picks in 1978 
and spent all of last season 
with Port Huron Flags of the 
"Intzrnational Hockey 
League. 
SET TENNIS DA'FES 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  
The $250,000 women's tennis 
championship, similar to the 
men's Masters, will be 
played Jan. 2-7 at the Capital 
Centre in Maryland suburbal 
it was announced Tuesday. 
The top eight women singles 
players and top four doubles 
teams, from final points 
standing for the year, will 
compete for the first prize of 
$75,000 and $30,000, 
respectively. 
REJECTS KNICKS BID 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Com- 
missioner Lawrence 0'Brien 
of the National Basketball 
Association rejected on 
Tuesday a request by New 
York Knickerbockers that 
Seattle return Lonnie 
Shelton, Vinnie Johnson and 
$450,000 as a result of Judge 
Robert Carter's decision last 
week in the Marvin Webster 
compensation case. The 
NBA is appealing Judge 
Carter's ruling that the 
compensation ordered by 
O'Brien w',s excessive 
• visit to Soviet Georgia in the 
European Cup next week, 
beat Third Division 
Chesterfield 3-1. David Fair- 
dough and Keuny Dalglish, 
the soccer player of the year, 
gave Liverpool a two-gasl 
lead in the first half. 
England midflelder Terry ' 
McDermott scored the third 
goal for Liverpool. 
The night brought 
the last i6s of the English 
League Cup soccer tour. 
nement Tuesday with a 3-1 
win at Middlesbrongh. 
England striker Tony 
Woodcock scored the three 
goals for Nottingham. 
Southampton, which 
Forest beat to win the 
League Cup last season, will 
net be at Wembley next deflation to Crystal Pwlace,, 
spring after ~lnsing~ 2-1 in--: L0hdon's': ,ldie!~R~-~qrst ' I London to Arsenal. . Divisiom ..dub.~ The. only 
Arsenal holds the older team unbeaten in the Xirst 
and better known Football Division, the Palace team 
Association Cup. Both cups led Wolverhampton 1-0 at the 
qualify the winners for half. But Kenny Hibitt made 
European competition the ithl.l and Mel Eves got the 
foilowpng season, winning goal for the Wan- 
League champion  dsrers. 
OWN AN AVIS  FRANCHISE"  
Avis Is looking for a select few b.uslness people to 
operate Avis Franchise(s) In the Prince Rupert and-or 
" Terrace'area(s). 
Pros..spe~ive Ilcmases who qualify Will loin the Avis 
World Wide System: the largest In the world. We.are 
looking for motivated, aggressive, business people who 
elreedy are, or want to be, their own boss but who 
recognize the additional benefits of working within a 
s~ceasful organization. Status, a name that sells, a 
working support system, sales force and national 
edverflslng all add to the financial benefits of being an 
Avis Franchlss Licensee. - 
AVI$ 
If Interested please contact: 
Mr. T. Muraca 
Avis Transport of Canada Ltd~ 
309-4014 Mac Leod Trail South East 
Calgary ,  Albm-ta T2G 2R7 
(403) 243.8408 
AVIS 
We try harder 
effective September 27. 
639-9161 
, ~aafpn;~e!e~~~:w!!!hl~y ........ ,, B.C.  TeL  
Kitimat 
School District No. 80 
will have a new 
telephone number 
't i ! 
Page l ,  The Herald, Wednesday, September 26, 1979 
AS TR OS MOVE UP 
Pirates over Expos 
Willie Stargell hit two Dave Winfield and Kurt victory over Oakland A's. carried Milwaukee Brewers 
home runy to lead Pitt- Bevacqua drove in two runs Damnso Garcia drove in to a 7-6 victory over Seattle 
idmrgh Pprates to a 10-4 
victory over Montreal and a 
ene-halt game lead over the 
Expos in the National 
League East Division race. 
Meanwhile, in the NL 
West, Houston Astros moved 
within 1½ games of first. 
place Cincinnati by beating 
Atlanta Braves 8-0 while the 
Reds were dropping an 9-2 
decision to San Diego 
Padres, 
Stsrgell and Ed Ott drove 
in three runs apizce before a
crowd of 31,348 as the Pirates 
beat the Expos for the 10th 
time in 17 meetingy this 
seasgn, 
Stsrgell hit a two-run 
homer in the first inning and 
belted a solo shot in the 
fourth, giving him 31 home 
runs for thz season. 5
The Astras pounded out 19 
hits in support of J.R. 
Richard, who scattered four 
hits and struck out 13 to pass 
the 300.strikeout mark for 
the second consecutive 
~SCn.  
Luis Pujols and Refael 
Landestoy drove in three 
runs apiece for the Astros to 
back Richard, 17-13, who has 
302 strikeouts for the season, 
one short of the NL revorb 
for right-handers he set last 
year .  
apiece as San Diego defeated 
Cincinnati, The Padres 
broke the game open with 
five runs in the seventh in- 
ning, two on Winfield's third 
single of the night and two 
more on a double by 
Bavacqua. Winfield leads the 
NL with 116 runs batted in. 
Chicago Cubs scored seven 
• runs in the first inning and 
beat New York Mets 11-3 in 
the opener of their 
doubleheader, but the Met5 
took the nightcap 4-3 on a 
run-scoring single by pinch- 
hitter Steve Henderson i the 
10th inning. 
Garry Templeton reached 
career highs with his ninth 
home run and his 19th triple 
of the season as St, Louis 
Cardinals beat Philadelphia 
Phiilies 4-1. 
In the American League, 
Ran LeFlore singled home 
the winning run in the ninth 
inning as Detroit Tigers beat 
Baltimore Orioles 3-3, 6 
JAY8 TRIP BOSOX 
Toronto Blue Jays scored 
five unearned runs in the 
sixth inning and Dave Stieb 
scattered eight hits in a 5-3 
victory over Boston Red Soz, 
Brian Kingman's two-bee 
throwing error and a wild 
pitch in the seventh inning 
gave Texas Rangers a 5-3 
three runs as New York Yan- 
kees defeated Cleveland 
Indians 7-5, Reliever Ron 
Davis, 13-2, tied an 
American League record for 
most victories by a rookie 
pitcher in relief set by Wiley 
Moore of the Yankees in 
1927, 
Sixto Lezcano's two-run 
double in the eighth inning 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
MaSt 
W b Pet, GEL 
Pittsburgh ~S 62 .IO5 
Montroal 94 62 .dO3 T~ 
St. Louis 85 71 .545 91,~ 
Phlladalphla 81 77 .513 141,~ 
Qllcago 79 79 .500 16Y2 
New York M 99 .369 37 
Wilt 
Onclnnatl 88 69 .561 
Houston I~ 71 .551 lV: 
Los Angeles 76 S0 .487 IIV: 
Sen Francisco 69 07 .442 18VJ 
Sm Diego ~ 91 .420 22 
AHanto 61 93 .404 241,~ 
Tuesday ReSults 
PlflSbwuh 10 Montreal 4 
Chicago 11.3 New York 3.4 
Houston 8 Atlanta 0 
St. Louis 4 Philadelphia 1 
San Diego 8 Clnclnnnt! 2 
Los Angeles at San Francisco 
Mariners. 6Claudell 
Washington had three hits 
and two RBI, powering 
Chicago White Sox to a 9-3 
victory over Minmesota 
Twins. 6In late gwmes, 
Kansas City Royals were at 
California Angels in the 
American League and Los 
Angeles Dodgerswere atSan 
Francisco Giants in the 
National League, 
PENNANT 
RACES 
AMER ICAN LEAGUE 
l i l t  
W b Pet. GBL 
x-Baltimore 100 55.645 -- 
NUIv~ukee 92 64 .590 81/3 
Boston 67 • .561 13 
New York 84 71 .542 16 
Detroit 83 73 .535 17 
Cleveland 79 77 .506 2P/:B 
Toronto $3 104 .~8 48 
West 
California 8671.548 --  
Kansas city n 7s .s22 4 
/vJnnesote 81 76 .516 5 
Texas 78 78 .500 7 
Chicago 69 86 .445 16 
$eOttle 65 92 .414 21 
~kl lmd 53 104 .338 3,1 
x-dlflehed division title 
Ttmldayts MHulto 
T~'onto 5 Boston 3 
Detroit 3 8sltlmore 2 
New York 7 Cleveland 5 
ELEPHANTS 
NEVER FORGET.. 
A!  
He 
ad l  
aut .c .~c . ,  yuu WCIIIL LU 
move merchandise and 
show big profits then give 
this captive audience a 
reason to come to your place 
of business. Newspaper. 
Advertising builds traffic for 
stores. 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
h 
t , / 
SALMON 
FISHING DERBY 
NOW IN FULL SWING 
FINAL WEEK 
WEEKLY PRIZES 
Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera 
Courtesy Sight & Sound 
Mens Watch - 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
Gift Certificate - 
• Courtesy Saan Store 
. . ,  , , 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Gibbs - Norco 
Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
Tackle Box & Kit - 
Courtesy K mart 
Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
Largest Spring Entered 
During the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa. Algonquin 
Largest Cohoe Entered 
During the Derby Wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
. Daiwa. Algonquin 
GRAND PRIZE 
A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, 
Hotel accommodation i cluded 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 
Returns Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 
COURTESY 
CP Air 
Haida Travel 
Skeena MaH 
Merchants Association 
To I~e awarded on a draw basis-all entries eligible 
- Any salmon caught in fresh 
water within a SO mile radius 
of Terrace is eligible. 
-Only fish weighed in at the 
Overwaitea Store in the 
Skeena Mall during regular 
store hours are eligible. 
RULES 
- All entries must be ac- 
companied by a valid anglers 
,licence and an official entry 
form available at Overwaitea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries for each week will • 
close at 5 p,m. Saturday. 
- Limit one entry per person • 
per day. 
- Employees of the Daily 
Herald or the Skeena Mall are 
ineligible, 
- Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition of the Daily Herald. 
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 
~ - - -  i i  iIi1~11 k l l l i l l l  
:DIIIskeena mal l  daily herald 
 .DERBY 
Name ~dl lmj~/ / / -  --IimZl~--:'- ~. - - -  ~ _ . _ ~ T o  be completed 
' ~[~,  ~ " ' , '  , .  . . . .  I " ' . .  "~by  derby officials 
Address - ~ l ' ~ ~ _ .  . . . . . . . .  ~"  . . . .  ~ _ ~  
~."  ~ • ~"-=-"~ ~ . ~ ~ ,  C o h ~ /  Spring'  I 
! immmmmmmmmmm~ 
t 
i '  
I II I I I  I 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
d,al l,y 
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SECOND SECTION 
Canada said rei,ying 
too  much on  resource  
By J. R. DUPUI8 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Senator George C. Van 
Roggen of Vancouver 
warned Tuesday that 
Canadians can no longer 
afford the luxury of relying 
on the nation's natural 
wealth as a substitute for 
hard economic thinking. 
Van Rnggen's remarks et 
the stage for a debate on free 
t~ade with the United States 
at the annual convention of
the Canadian Chamber of 
Commerce, Which wound up 
Tuesday. 
He told the 500 delegates 
that Canadian businessmen 
must stop trying to "make 
one of everything and, in- 
stead, concentrate on our 
areas of natural advantage." 
The Liberal senator, who 
was chairman of a Senate 
committee on Cunada-U.S. 
relations in 1974, dropped 
several paragraphs from his 
prepared 19-1~age speech, in 
Which he expressed 8 belief 
that Canadinm must leam to 
live at a lower standard than 
Americans. 
He said later he dropped 
the references because of 
time limitations, but would 
stand by the statement. In 
the deleted section, Van. 
Rnggen said Canadians will 
have to accept a standard of
QUEBEC 
living 10 per cent below that 
of Americana. 
"We better, or the inter- 
national marketplace will 
see that we do, as is hap- 
posing right now." 
Van Roggen said thai 
while he was not opposed to 
the free trade concept, in- 
dustry would be Jeopardized 
without ariff protection~ 
"We have a choice to be in 
a large market with the 
UnitedStatea owning half of 
our industries, or to he 
protected and still control 95 
percent nf them." 
Van Rogen said the ad- 
vantages of free trade with 
the U.S. outweigh the 
disadvantages. Hesaid free 
trade was not a prot0~sal for 
a sharing of natural 
resources or for the pooling 
of energy supplies or for a 
common market, as many 
believe. 
A free trade agreement 
would be aimed at 
Stt6dg~nldg C,~dadtah 
mannfacturlng and "facing 
the worst of both possible 
worlds." 
Van Rnggen said, for ex- 
ample, agriculture and 
fisheries would not be iolnb5 
in such an agreement, while 
oil, natural gas and elec- 
tricity would still be subject 
to the same regulatory 
authorities and permits as 
they are today, strength of its industrial 
"We may be moving so ownership and its control 
close to free trade that we over its future develop. 
will have its disadvaniages ment." 
without its advantages and it 
would be much better to 
accomplish It with our eyes 
open." 
As a result of the recently- 
concluded negotiations in
Geneva under the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade, 85 per cent of U.S. 
goods are no longer subject 
to an ,import ax in Canada 
and 95 per cent of Canadian 
goods will enter the U.S. free 
of,duty. 
• There are those who 
argue that we're almost 
thare,': said Van Rnggen. 
"So why not go all the way. 
"But ~hls long step 
towards a common market 
doesn't offer •equal ad- 
vantages to the two court. 
tries. Canada is already a 
loeer in a number of in .  
dustrinl sectors." 
Van Rnggen said the Cana- 
dian furniture industry 
needed strengthening before 
it could face the free trade 
challenge. 
"So when we speak of free 
• trade," Van Roggen said, 
"we are really speaking 
about he political future of 
Canada s an economically 
independent nation, the 
What if they don't 
started a 10-day tour of the 
West here Monday. 
An aide to Cesens aid the 
prevailing feeling in 
Manitoba seems to be that 
Quehecers will say No to the 
idea of a politically 
sovereign Quebec, linked 
with the rest of Canada 
through a type of economic 
association. 
"They explained their 
position regarding the 
referendum In  Quebec, 
hoping to fester a better 
understanding of what 
they're trying to do," Cosans 
said after meeting with 
Godin, Pierre de Bellefcullie 
and JeanFrancois Bertrand. 
By FRANK MACKEY 
WINNIPEG (CF) -- What 
happens ff Quebucers vote 
No in next spring's 
referendum on' sovereignty- 
association? 
Manitoba Education 
Minister Keith Co~ns raised 
the question Tuesday in a 
private meeting with three 
ParU Quebeeois members of 
the Quebec legislature, here 
to explain what would 
happen after a Yes vote. 
The question also came up 
in a television interview 
MondaF with Gerald Godin, 
one m the three Quebec 
luglslature members who 
TERRACE FIRE 
SLASH BLAZE 
The fire reported 
Sunday by the Terrace 
RCMP lure turned out to 
be a iand.desring fire on 
a timber saio lot tbut was 
kicking up a few too many 
sparks in the dark. 
Nik Andersson, Forest 
Service ranger in Kit- 
wasp, said Monday that 
the fire was intentionally 
started on a timber let to 
dear slash, but the bekier 
of the lot sot a bit worried 
after sundown and called 
the service to come and 
have a look at the blaze. 
Anderason said that he 
service checked the 
situation and found that 
the biggest problem was 
that it was dark, no that 
the sparks were visible. 
"it created a lot of 
smoke, but there was no 
problem," be said "It 
was under cootrd all the 
time." 
Ferry settlement is 
now up to the union 
"We're interested in 
finding o:tt what heppom if 
the answer is No," he said. 
"They said that in that 
case, they would be going to 
the people to seek re-efection 
and to see what the answer 
would be," 
When asked the question 
on television, Godin had 
replied a little more color- 
fully: "First, we cry like 
hell, we cry in our beer," 
then seek re-election to press 
on with social programs 
Inspired by present and past 
NDP governments In 
Manitoba and Saskat- 
chewan. 
Dr .  Ron Duhamel, 
associate deputy minister of 
education in charge of the 
Bureau of French 
Education, was also at the 
meeting with the Quebec 
delegation. 
Speaking of the reaction of 
franco-Manitobans to the 
Quebec question, Dr. 
Duhamel said there are two 
points of view. 
"One group says that if 
there is a Yes in the 
referendum, there would be 
a great improvement in the 
other provinces" for French. 
speaking minorities. 
"But there are others who 
think the opposite." 
He said that despite all the 
explanations and hypotheses 
about what might follow the 
referendum, no one can 
really predict what its ef- 
fects will be. 
He also said Quebec and 
Manitoba devote between 
K~,-000 and $50,000 to co- 
operative projects involving 
French education and 
culture in Manitoha and 
Quobec's help in this reprd 
is Invaluable. 
"Both French and 
Engllshspenking persons 
benefit from this help." he 
said. 
"I say this sincerely, we 
count on it very much, 
Without that, we would 
probably feel a little 
isolated." 
dispute between the British 
Columbia Ferry Corp. and 
Its employees filed 
recommendations for a non- 
binding settlement with the 
labor ministry on Tuesday. 
Clive McKee, appointed 
two weeks ago in effort to 
stave off a strike on the ferry 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The system, submitted his report 
industrial inquiry tom- to deputy labor minister Jlm 
missioner in the contract Mntkin and a spokesman i
his .office said both sides 
have been otified. 
Negotiators for the ferry 
corporation and the S,600- 
member B.C. Ferry and 
Marine Workers' Union are 
reviewing the suggested 
settlement and will be 
making recommendaliou 
TERRACE REP: 
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CNIB not  at fault 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Wflt~ 
The protest by blind people 
working at Canadian 
National Institute of the 
Blind workshops recently in 
Edmonton was not the fault 
of the organizat~ion says Fred 
Koulenz, district ad- 
mlnlstrator for the Pacific 
• Northwest, referring to 
I/cketing of the workshops 
instigated by alleged poor 
working conditions and low 
PaY. 
The workshops are set up 
to supplement t6e low in- 
comes of blind people. 
Contracts for packaging 
goods are awarded by 
private business to 
organizations such as the 
CNIB. Due to competition 
from other service 
organizations, only the 
lowest bids are accepted, 
which Koalenz says in 
rmponnible for the below 
minimum wages. While 
blaming business for en- 
couraging underbidding, he 
also blamed the Alberta 
government. 
"I find it ironic that a 
province like Alberta is not 
able to look after its han- 
dicapped. The CNIB is being 
blamed for something that 
should be the responsibility 
of the gov~'nm~nt," he said. 
Koalenz also said the 
media did not provide an 
objective picture of what 
was going on, though he 
admitted his orgunlzalion 
was not blameless. 
"Our people in the CNIB 
acted ingcod faith, but they He said most of the 
ddn'trealize what hey were workshops in British 
doing." Columbia and other 
provinces have been 
gradually abut down because 
of similar proh/enm. 
. Labor mediator says 
leave tourists alone 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
industrial inquiry com- 
missioner in a contract 
dispute between the British 
Columbia Ferry Corp. and 
its employees recommends 
that future labor nego- 
tlatious be held outside the 
summer months o they will 
not harm the tourist in. 
dustry. 
Clive McKee, appointed 
two weeks ago in an effort to 
stave offa strike on the ferry 
system, said in his report 
submitted Tuesday that the 
expiry date on the contract 
should be extended toOct. 31 
from July 31, making it a 27- 
month pact. 
His report also recom. 
mends an eight-per-cent 
wage increase in each of the 
first two years of the new 
contract and a two-paroent 
increase in the final three 
months. 
The increase is proportion. 
' ately the same as the eight 
per cent accepted by 40,000 
members of the B.C. 
Government EmploYees 
Union. 
In his report, McKee 
stresses that neither party 
will lose the full effect of the 
right o strike or lock out but 
that tourists should hot be 
placed in a panic situation 
every summer when 
bargaining reaches the 
crucial stage and there is a 
possibility ferry service 
between Vancouver Island 
and the mainland will be 
shut down. 
Officials of the govern. 
ment, the corporation and 
the B,C. Ferry and Marine 
Workers' Union were 
studying the recom. 
mendations, which also deal 
with hours of work and other 
contentious issues. 
Negotiators for both aides 
would not comment on the 
report. 
The union must put the 
settlement to the mem- 
bership for a'vote, but has 
net decided yet whether to 
recommend acceptance or 
rejection, a spokesman said. 
Although it has been in a 
legal position to strike, the 
union has withheld Job action 
pending the outcomehof 
talks with MoKee. 
There were two un- 
sanctioned Jobhactlons 
earlier. 
In the event nf a strike the 
rovincial government has 
e power, under the 
Essential Services Disputes 
Avt, to order a 90.day cooling 
off period and binding ar- 
bitration. 
Bikes found 
The Kitimat RCMP 
recovered six h/cycles over 
thaweekmd. An axe and five 
~lion gas can were also 
turned into the detachment 
offices. Anyone wishi~ to 
daim any of the items hould 
onstsct he RCMP at 832- 
7111. 
The Kitimat RCMP wish to 
rmdnd metorkW that the 
me of ssat~tais mandatory 
in the province d British 
Cohunbin. Due to the large 
percentage of injury ac. 
etdesta in the Kltimat area, 
the enforcement of this 
section of the motor vehicle 
act will be atelq~d up, a 
police spokesman said. 
111 N 
RED D@T SALE... 
SAVE UP TO $8.33 ON PANTS! 
,,/ 
.j 
J 
1 
.I 
m 14s4 esMmaU 
Al l  the  newest  pant  s ty les  fo r  th i s  
season are now 1 /3  off! 
At these terrific prices...you can't 
afford to miss this sale! 
Reg. price" $16 .99-  $24.99 
$11.33-  $16.66 
SPOT THE DOT AND SAVE! 
SALE ENDS SAT.,  SEPT. 29.  
i 
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COMMUNITY '  
k 
SERVICES 
i:: ~:. : , : : . : . . .  
~COMING EVENTS'. , • . ' .. 
CLASS IF IEO RATES 
LOCAL  ONLY:  
=9 words or less. S2.00 per In. 
ssrtlan. Over 20 words S cents 
~or r word. 
more comecutlve InsertlOnl 
I;I.S0 per Insertion. 
REPUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
w~ethor un or not. 
Al~olutely no refunds after ed 
.1111 been set. 
CORRICTIONS: 
Must be made befOre second 
h~ertfon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ed. 
aox NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.75 melled. 
¢LAS$1FIID DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIQNAL CLASSIPlED 
RATE: 
:~ cants per a0ats line. 
MInlmum charge U.0O per In. 
ssrtlon. 
LIOAL • POLITICAL Ind 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
13.60 per column Inch. 
iUSINIlS PlR|ONALS: • 
I;4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:(]0 p.m. ~ deye prior to 
pebllcatloll day. 
CLASSIFIID: 
2:00 p.m. on day 10revlous to day 
of puhllcation Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
OROER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service chlrBo ol t,1.00 On ell 
N.g.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provided news sub- 
mlffed within one month. 15.O0 
prnductlon charge for weddlng 
and-or engagement pictures. 
News of woddlngl (write-ups) 
n~.llved one munth or more 
~fter event 110.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condansstlun. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLAg| IF I ID  AN-  
,NOUNCEM|NTS: 
. Btrlhs 
;Engagements 
Merrleues 
Deaths 
Ftmornle 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE ~%S-&157 
..Classified Advertising Dept. 
" i~"~ " 
SUSSCRIPT ION RATES 
SUSSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, 1978 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.0O 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 1S.00 
By Mall ' 6 mth 25.00 
ByA~II yesr 4.5.00 
Senlor Cltlzon yesr 20.0O 
B;'ltleh Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & DIItrlct 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
Kltlmat & Dletrlct 
Phone 632-2747 
The Herald reserves the rloht 
to ¢leulfy adl undor epprowIete 
headings and to |at rates 
therefore and to dotermlne page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the rfght 
to revise, edlt, classify or relect 
any advertisement end to retain 
any inlwerl directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end box 
rental. 
BoX replies on ';Hold" In. 
structlons notplcked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad• 
vertlesment will be destroyed 
unless melllng Instructluns are 
received. ThOse anawerlng Box 
Numbers ere requested not to 
umd orlglnall of docum~mts o 
avoid Io1.11. 
All claims of errors In ed- 
vertlssments must be re¢,Ived 
by the publllhor wlthln 30 dayl 
~fter the first publlcatlon. 
It Is agreed by the advertlesr 
requestlno specs that the 
llebillty of the Herald In tho 
event of fallure to publllh en 
advertisement or in the event of 
an error eppeerlrg In the ed- 
vertleament as publlshed Ihall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the edv~tlMr tor only one In- 
correct insert on for the portion 
of the edverllllng Ipace occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted Item 
rely, end that there shell be no 
liability to any event greater 
1hen the amount pan for such 
advertising. 
Adverthements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Right| Act which 
5.50 prohlblts lay eqvertllln9 thef 
S, SO disurlmlnetes edelnst any 
ii.: " - ' "  r.o. re l ig ion ,  ~x ,  co lo r ,  n l t lon l l l ty ,  
unceetry or place of orlgln, or 
S.S0 because hls ega II between 44 
$.50 and 55 yelrl, unless the condition 
Ii lustltled by • bonl flda 
requlrement for the work In- 
.~olved. 
16. 
LOST 
47. HOMES , 
FOR RENT 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m 
at St. Matthew's Angllcaq 
Church basement. Phon~l 
LlS4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phons 635-5436 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
Man. g:3g p.n~.~U~;;. ' 
Church, 
Call Birthright for an Man. 8 p.m. - Alenon . 
alternative to abortion. Skeana Health Unit. 
Phons 632-4002 anytime. 
Room =13, Necheko Centre. 
KINmet A.A. ~ruct lm 
•raup In Kltlmat: telephone 
41141713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. g:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meatlngs 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays • Open N4etlngs 8:30 
p.m. Sksona Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Huspltel. 
Al..Anoo Meetlngl. Tuesday 
- g p.m. United Church. 
• Weight Watchers. meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, ,1907 Lazalle Avenue. 
Thurs. or Sat. i:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hcapltsl. 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 11t;9 
SEPTEMBER: 
• Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
S~,000 Bingo. 
Tueedey, September 111, 1979. 
Small Binge. 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
12,000 Bingo. 
For  more Information 
phone:  
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4431 grain Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V~G 1M4 
633.4t0~ 
Ladles Sllm Line Club meats 
Monday evening --  6:30 p.m. 
- -  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
8, CARD OF 
THANKS 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
Ionklng for donations of any 
old, bruk~n (,r used places of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call ul  at 635-2238 betwson 
ga.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to" make arrangements for 
~lckup. 
1 
COMING EVENTS 
34. FOR RENT 
MISC, 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.4621 Lakelza. 635.39~7 
Wednesday 1 p.m. .  3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
Carol 635-5134. 14. BUSINESS 
PERSQNAL MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mille Memorial Hospital 
AUxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
sorvlce phone 633.3220 or ~L~. 
S~13, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazalle 
Avenue on Saturde~ bet. 
wean 11 a.m. and 3 p.m 
Thank you. 
Rape Reltef 
Ahorflan Counsolllng 
& Crl l l l  Line for 
Women 
SKEENA HEALTH tJNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
L1S-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 • 3:~0 p.m. Fhone 
for appblntme~t. • 
Held at Thorn,lll Elem., 4tt) 
Tues. of every month from' 
1:30 . 3:30 pm. Phone ~or • 
appointment. Babyslttera 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 p.m. By appolntment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout the year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
reglstrotion. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afMrnoon I 
• 2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
throe who nmKI It, on referral 
from their totally doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V: - S yrs. 
(pro.kindergarten): Sl~'lng 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing, ecrsonlng done. 
Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
• VD CLINIC 
Phone for app()lntment. 
Treatment available. 
SANiTATIUN 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with zanltetlon 
problems, such as food 
potoonlngs and complelnte, 
lewage dlspozah private 
water supplies " and 
nuIsencus. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 44i2 Grain Ave. Te l .  
638.11S5). T~Je. audiologist 
wil l  do hearing teats on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazolle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assoumant and ptonnlng for 
those eligible for Long Term 
r,~re. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 Lazelte Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and suclal 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE.MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS UF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CUNVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
IHSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
"Women's Centre Is span.' other activities, please 
earing closed Women's A.A. phone 635-~U and ask for 
Meetings - -  Every Tuesday Skeana Centre. See you there 
Night at 7:30 - -  4711 Lazelle anY time between e am and 
Ave. 635.514.5. 3:30 pm Monday thru 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeana Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women - 
4711 Lezalk Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
135-5143 
Drop In: 10 am.6 'pro Mm.. 
Thurs. 10 am-4 pm Friday. 
We offer • comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAIVtS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
AA. l i t  Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday. Single Farantsi 
(led by a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday . Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays . 
Women'S Night Out. 
Friday. 
CWL Fell Bazesr will be 
held Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at Verltea School Gym. 
(nc.240) 
Terrace Homemaker Ser. 
vices will be offering a 
FREE lob orientation course 
October 3 to Uctol~r 31,1979. 
7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Wed. 
nesday evenings at 
Skeanavlew Lodge, 4011 
Sparks. Registration 
chedl lne-  September 27, 
1979. Call 633.5135 (nc) 
Terrace Homemakers 
Services to have orientation 
course otfersd In'Uctob~' (no 
charge). Dates to be an- 
nounced. All Interested 
persons and prospective 
homemakers please call 635. 
5135 to register end confirm 
your Interest. (nc-25S) 
Notlceof Maetlng 
'Keen House Society 
Annual 
General/~atlng 
October 3,1979 
at 7:30p.m. 
at 
Terrace Mental Health" 
Centre Conference 
Room 
4-4354 Lazelto Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(NC.3o) 
Sacred Heart Catholic 
Church Is offering a spiritual 
course for young people from 
seventeen to twenty.five 
~ara, called Jesus Invites. 
Us to Love You. For more 
Information please contact 
BOb Grace. 638-1227 or Sister 
Joseph Mary - 635.5435. (nc. 
2~s) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Set. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
Come and enloy an evening 
of crib with Terrace Crib. 
bege League at Skeenavlew 
Lodge. Play to commence 
every Thursday evening 
starting Sept. 13 at 8 p .m.  
(nc.28S) 
11m Terrace NDP Club le 
sponsoring a Banquet and 
Dance, SaturdaY,, Sept. 29, 
19~9,at the Thornhlll Com. 
munlty Ha l l -  7 p.m. Guest 
speakers wi l l  be Dave 
Barrett with J im Fulton 
M.P., Frank Howard 
/~.L.A., AI Paslarall NLL.A. 
end Gordon Lea M.LA. In 
aHendence. Tickets will not 
be sold at the door. (nc.28S) 
Skeana Provincial NDP 
Constituency Association 
Annual General Meeting to 
be held Saturday, Sept. 29, 
1979 In the Terrace Hotel at 2 
pro. Election of officers and 
west spanker Dave Barrett. 
(nc-20S) 
There will be a 
FARME R'S MARK ET 
held 
Sept. ~9, t979 
at the 
Terrace Cc~p. 
Parking Lot. 
Starting at 9 a.m. For more 
Information please contact 
6,11-10111 
(nc.2~) 
Tom Tothll, the astronomer 
wi l l  be at CAntonsial" 
Christian School Friday,' 
Sept. ~ at 10 a.m. The 
Terrace Curlers general 
meeting and registration for 
all curlers and IMgues. 
Please attend, we need your 
vote on the raising of dues. 
Time 7:30 p.m. Thursday 
September 2 /at  the curling 
dnk. You may also register 
on Sunday September 30 2.4' 
p,m. (p3.263) 
• INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get rellet with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty'e Excavating 
L354t29 
(om.~-~.79) 
Terrace Art Association 
Monthly Picture Loan will be 
hold Wednesday October 3rd 
In the Library Arts Room 
from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Plctores may be returned 
also from 1:30.3:00 p.m. 
Everyone welcome. 
Terrace Figure Skating Club 
will ba holding a Garage Salt 
• September 29, 1979 • I:00 
pro. • 4:~0 p.m. 4806 Dairy 
Road. 
Donations greatly ap. 
preclated for pick up. Call 
• Pat 635.2539. 
(For  further Information 
call Mary at 635.2146). 
(nc2h) 
Showing presently at the 
• Kltlmat Museum Is "A4uatlc 
Ex " ot lc . ,  a prize-winning 
display of sea life of our 
ocean on loan from Victoria. 
Boaters, fishermen, euldoor 
people and folks Interested In 
our nature end Its pieeslng 
and eethatlcal aspect ihould 
not mlu  this exhibit during 
August and Sept. 
Museum hours: 12 - S except 
Sundays. (nc.28S) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
"4546 Park Ave. 
Terrace 
L1LI./Z4t 
(am-4-07./9) 
2 pairs boxing gloves, large 
• Jze. Purple . red leather. 
Ken & Glen printed on each. 
Phone 63S.7930. (pS-10) 
LOST: one year old neutered 
cat. Black with white 
markings. Has Identification 
tag. Answers to Lucifer. if 
found, please phone 63S.9314. 
(P.I-2IS) 
Program Director lob 
opening for Smlthers 
Friendship Centre. Send• 
resume and application to 
Box 2920, Smlthere, B.C. V0J 
2N0. (c10-20S) 
. 
United Church Bazaar • 
December I, 1979. (nc-lO) 
NORTHWEST LOGGERS 
ASSOCIATION 12th annual 
convention Sept. 28, 29 and 30 
at Terrace Hotel. A full 
weekend of activities. For 
reservations please phonel 
Terrace Klt lmat Forest 
Products Sefety Conference 
Full time manager of local 
mr  rental. Must be mature 
end have experience In 
baokkneplng and super. 
dsory skllb. Volld drivers 
licorice • necessity. Must be 
bondable. Baneflts. Include 
dental, mldlcal and panelm. 
Car supplied. Wages 
negotiable. Please apply In 
per|on at No. 10 • 4736 
Lakelea Ave. (c5- 
Two persons needed one day 
a week for bindery work. 
Own t ranspor ta t ion  
mcessary. $5.00 per hour. 
Phone 635.7840. (at fn•25.9. 
79) 
BACKHOE 
FOR 
HIRE 
Phone 63.96454 or 635.6757. 
(ctfn~04-og.~9) 
For Sale• 1 brand new Roper 
dshwasher. Phone 635.5096 
alter 6 p.m. (p3-2 ~,) 
22 cu. In. deep freeze 
(Zenith) only used one year. 
$400. No rust. Phone 635. 
3021. (C3-263) 
For Sale: Harvest .gold 
washer, dryer, frldge and 
stove. Like new. Phone 63S. 
3129. (c3.27S) 
One oU furnace and one 300 
gal. oll tank. Asking ~S0 
060 Phone'635-3112 (cS.270) 
Motorhome for rant. Sleeps 6 
luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Book early for your 
winter holiday. Avallabls 
dally, weekly, monthly. 
Phone 632.2420. (c~0.110) 
200 plus acres with mile or 
more of water frontage. Send 
details to Charles Cerru, l ,  
Box I01, Noble, Unt. 10G 
1G0. (c20•20) 
16V= foot Starcraft super. 
sport boat with 70 hp 
Evlnruda and 6 hp Evlnruda. 
Complete with EZ-Ioad, 
traitor. Excellent condition. 
Many extras. S.9~00 Phone 
432•2803 (cS-27S) 
111' cabin cruller, Jchnlon60 
HP. Flbrngla~ over wood. 
Double axle trailer, canopy, 
good fishing boat. t3,250 
(.160. Phone 635.2405 after 6 
prn. (c5.10) 
:1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 2.5 
ft. boat. Phone 435-4777. 
(ctfn-4.9.793 
1970 Honda 400 Hawk. SleOO 
u~O 2~00km. Phone 632.5138 
deer S p.m. (p3.2~s) 
STORE FIXTURES 
FOR SAL E 
Phone during the day. 
4354S76 
(ctfn-13-9.79) 
Utility Trailer. 9)(12 tent. 
Gas pump. Car carr ier.  
Camping stove. Use new 
7Bx14 summer tire. Phone 
635-4355. (p2-2SS) 
House for lease, 3 bedrooms, 
fireplace etc To working 
couple no children,no pets, 
r~f~r~n~'~q requ i red ,  
t. 31, al0ply In 
~use* P.O. Box 
3 BR basement suite. Wall to 
wall carpet, frldge & stove. 
No pets allowed. Ph. 635• 
2360. (p2-26S) 
.... ,.9; a.m. Sat. Sept. 29 a t  ,,~6,~.7,28,1,50) 
. . . . .  Terrace Hotel. .  This ..con ........... •Remlngtm 1100.12 g...~,rap- ,..3 BI~- ~unfry--home. wlth-- 
ferencelsheldlnconlonctlon Sales rsprezantat r~/a  S300.Pon~ess Warren" 37"5 '~cellsnt view on one acre. 
with the Northwest Loggers 
• Association Convention. (nc.: 
22S) 
B.C. Old Panaloners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:35 p.m. (nc- 
2N) 
~ebekah Lodge Annual T~:  
• & Bazaar, Set.~. Nov:.' 10 ~ 
~)ddfsllows Hell, 3222 
required for Marine• Icadar-Sl',5.6bexesotclays ~6 sq. ft. Creek frmtege. 
Trucking concern, and trap - $4S0 for all. Phone Large garden area with 
Challenging pceltloo for 849.5634. (c3.28S) e(cellent soil. Asking 
career minded person. 140,000. Phone 635-2485 after 
Responsibi l i t ies Include: CASH 6 pro. (cS-20) 
servicing of customer ec. Am purchasing BCRIC 
taunts, equipment control, shares. Ph 63S42~6. Also For Sale: 2storey log home. 
d:lvml~" handl!ng.. Some selling Suzuki dirt bike. VS. Approxlmetely1200 Kl. ft. on 
. . . . .  e llm.g . inV.OlVeO. 100. 1979 model. Practically main floor. Located on large 
~wmmw,u  wouzo Go an new Ph 635-4226 (c20.SO) scenic lot on Sksana Street. 
m S~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  1 [ " ' Call 638.1121 bolwnen 8.5 pm 
with e_xl~r!ence~.'ll;_;t_'4~. Looklng~4"or;',Furnltu'reY~..:~ : /Vonday to~Fr, lday~ ,(cl0-90) 
uox 375, Wince Kupe~, B.C, Try the Terrace Auction 
VIJ 31=9 (cS.21,24,26,gls,lo) Mprt Sales Floor. New & Nodarn3bodroom houcefor 
presentation Is for al l  Monrce St. (nc.10N) 
children In grades 5, 6 and 7. 
(nc.29S) O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
Northern doLIghfe Co-up FALL BAZAAR 
Monthly Members Meeting & TEA 
October4.7:30p~m. November 17, !t79 
to be hold at the (nc-16N) 
Senior Cltlsane Room 
oftheTerraceArena 'Saint Matthew's Anglican 
(nc-20s) Church Choir r,-.:~l on 
Tuesday nights at ; " pm In 
the Church under the 
direction of Mrs. R. Lowrle. 
All Welcome. Please phone 
435.S425 for further '.'1. 
formation. (nc-20S) 
Bahai Faith . for more In• 
formation please call 635. 
9705 or 635.1319 (nc.2Es) 
The Ladles Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch 13, Terrace, wish to 
Invite the public to par. 
tlclpote in their soml.annual 
Smorgasbord, to be held on 
Sept. 30, 1979, starting at 4 
pm at the Legion 
Aud i to r ium.  Everyoge 
We wish to thank all the 
people who attended the 
funeral serVlce~ of the late 
Gas'don Kei~r fo~ tl~ c~rds 
welcome. (nc.285) and flowers. Also the d~.~ors 
' and 0ureas at"  Mil ls 
The Terrace Art easoclatlori Ne.morlal H ospltsl. 
will be holding their AN." From glee, Star 
NUAL  G E N E R :AL , : '  ~ 
MEETING, Thu 
27at 7:30 In the ! 
Room. Election 
will be held and 
new season dls~ 
and old members are Invited 
to attend. (nc•27S) 
Tom. Tothlll, from the 
Vancouver Planetarium, 
will give a free Astronomy 
Presentation In Terrace, 
Sept. 27 • 29, at Northwest 
Community College, and In 
Kltlmat, Oct. I, 2 and 3. Pro. 
regtster for one evening by 
phoning 63S•6311, local 238 or 
632•4766. 
Terrace registration for 
Northwest  Community 
College programs take! 
place at Skeana Mall, 
• Friday, Sept. 21 from 7.9 pm 
and Sat., Sept. 22, from 11 
a.m. • 3 p.m. Check your 
Continuing Education 
Booklet or drop by and see 
whet we offer. 
Ear ly  Ch i ldhood 
Education Conference. 
Films, displays, discussions. 
Sept. 28.29 at Northwest 
College In Terrace. Call 635. 
6511 local 238 for in. 
formation, fnc•211S) 
S. Ar t  Ker r .  
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENTand SALES 
FLOOR 
Furn i ture ,  app l iances ,  
power tools, hand tools, 
clean small cars, motor- 
bikes, boats, motors or any, 
other Items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrc~'e Auction Mart • 
Corner of Lakalse & Apsley, 
63S-5172. (otfn-4-9-79) 
COLLI E R EXCAVATI NO 
Backhoe Work 
Phone OS.S340 after 6. (am. 
I0-M-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
61S-N~ ani l ine 
(em-~.~)  
BABYS ITTER 
HOUSEKEEPER 
REQ;I IRED 
Reel0onellde perl~n required 
to baby|It from 0 s.m. • 4 
pm. monday to friday. One 
child 3 years old and other 2 
In school. Some light 
housekeeping duties but 
main realmrelbtllflee will be 
to care for chikl. Good w--ga 
will be paid to proper par• 
Iontwfth references. Call 
635-5327 after 6:00 p.m. (ca. 
ms) 
Mature aM vary reliable 
houeakeeper.Babyslttm' 
required to o re  for two 
smell cMMcen. Must 
provide own tree- 
sportatlon. Excellent 
s i l l i ly  can be exp4cted. 
CAll after i p.m. Ll14~L1. 
(TFN4ff) 0 
"ale 
DALLY HERALD 
n~lds 
CARRIERS 
In the following areas: 
ThorMIIh 
Cottonwood Street, Empire 
Street, P4KInette Avenue, 
Kofoed • Dealardlnel, 
Kotced . Sharpies, River 
Drive, Burgess - Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street. 
Ter rm:  
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block .qlal', 
You are Inhlreeted In one 
of these routes please 
~one: 
~S.Lt17 
between 9 em end S pm. 
Kltln~t, 
rukon Street, Quail - 
Sterling Streets, Oriole . 
LIq=rey Streets. 
ff Interested --  phone Kelth 
It 
632.1/41 
[cffn•nc) 
used furniture a te  price sale. Has fireplace, ensuIte 
anyone can afford. We buy I~umblrg, close to schools. 
and sell. Call the" Terrace Phone 635-6438 after 6 p.m. 
Anotlon Mart, 44,14 Lakelca (cS.28s) 
T 
Ave. 6354172. (ctfn.7.9.79 For Sale: 3'bedroom home 
m large, fenced corner lot. 
Finished basement, 3 
bathrooms & den. Clme to 
schools. Phone 635.3776 after 
i 6 pm. ( p4.203 )
i 
spat cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE• GUNS 
• JEWELLERY 
• BCRIC SHARES. 
WE BUY • SELL - 
TRADE . DELIVER • 
Terrace's Most Unique 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunemfthlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Buy. Sell 
Good Used ~atea 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
2213 Kelum Street 
Ph. 638-1613 
attn.13.9•79)" 
1974 3 BR Knight modular 
home situated on =A acre 
landscaped lot on Copperslda 
Subdivision. Has vegatebte 
garden ,  g reenhouse ,  
smokehoune & shed. Ext. 
condition. Please call after 5 
pm 63.~30i4i (ctt•14.9•~) 
For Sale: 2 storey log home. 
Approx. 1200 SOl. ft. on main 
floor, located on large scenic 
Iotas Skaona St. Call 638.1121 
between 8-5 pm Mon.-Fr. 
(cl0.2es) 
House with garage required 
as soon as p~alble by couple 
with no children or pets. 
Reforences available. Fhone 
638.1803. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
~.':'~-.J,:.J,,[~a~]aju~z~.r~. For Rent: 900 sq. ft. on 2nd 
& Luxuriously equipped, floor. Air conditioned. 
Fully Insured. Book early 
for your winter holiday. 
Available dally, weekly, 
monthly. Phone 63.2.2420 
(c20-11o) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver. 
sheen Kennels. Available 
• Oct. 19. Ph 638.1996. (p10- 
26S) 
Located et 4623 Lakelza Ave. 
Phone 635.2552. (ctfn•4:9•79) 
Warehouse or menufac. 
turlng space available Im. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft.  
Downtown tocatlon. Phone 
~S.7040. (ctfn-4-9.79) 
For Lease: Warehouse or 
9hop. 6 units 19 ft. by 48 ft. by 
16ft. Ceiling 14)(14. Ovorhead 
door. Plumbing and gas 
heat. Phme 635-7,159. (c3. 
;~,28S20) 
WANTED TO BUY--  old car 
and truck and cat batteries. 
Top price paid. Will pick up. 
Ph 633.4735 anytime. (p20. 
10 acres old Lakelee lake 
Road. Near Williams Creek. 
128,000 Phone 63S.79S0or 6.15• 
5370 (p5-2633 
I 
,+, .- . . , :  . .  ...Ik :,, 
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Fewer bargains seen in pork 
LOT FOR SALE: Exc. large. For Sale: 1977 Dodge Club 
lot on ~16 Cedar Cresc. Ideal Cab 4x4./7,680kllometers. ~ By JUDY CRE[GHTON The survey of the monthly to ;3.46. Cost of the basket August when it was ~24.53. cents, tomatoes 10 cents to 69 six cents to 11.48, peal 
residential area with. ton, Phone63§.84,O. (c20.10) CP Family Editor food basket is conducted in was $26.21, up twocents from Montreal:Margarine cents and coffee 10 cants to cents to 44 cents and aP l~ potential view. 321,000, 
Contect~lS.7~6. (ctfn.14-9. Althonghc0n~umenhave, the same supermarkets in August when it was ~23.19. dropped 20 cents to 69 eenta, ~3.79.Cestofthebnsketwas 10 cenis to 59 cents. Ccetof 
w75 Ford F2~0 ~4 350 VS. enJoyed lower pork prtces in each of the 12 cities on the Saint John, N.B.:caffee roundst~skroast20cenmm $24.52, up ;1.04 from Au|pmt the haak~t we- ~.~5~ 
79) PS, PB complete with recent weeks, a Cross- last Mouday of esch month, was down 40 cente to $3.89, ~.98, eggs 18 cents to 89 when it wso $23.40. $4.53 from Angust w~m it 
Canada survey h~ The potatoes 30 cents to $1.29 and was 1119.71. " 
• PROPERTY tapaplsyer. Evenlngsplenle Canadian Press t week 
canopy, 23 channel e track The survey includes one cents and coffee three cents Toronto:Coffee was :~e~ 
pound each of round steak tomatoes10 centa to 69 cents, to $3.50. Chicken was up 34. e~ix to $4.39, round Edmonton:Pork ~n~ 
FOR SALE coil 635-7517. (cffn.~.9.79) shows that ~olce ouis are roast, wieners (not all-beck), Round steak mast was up cents to $1.39, wieners five roast 30 eants to 13.08, l~rk ross $1.03 to ~.0~, 
rising in price, centre-out pork chops, Grade 11.09 to $3.98, pork chops 13 cents to $1.29, pork choi~ 10 cholP~28 costa to $2.18, cod 19 etask roast 50 cones to $2,M, 
The survey of12 eilles for Achiokea, medium ground cents to $2.09, chicken 23 centa to ~.29, cod 35 cents to ceats to 11.33, bread four eggs IS cents to $1.46, 
160acreslnTopley, B.C., ,76CbevP.U.358suto. Glass the monU~ food basket beef, frozen cod fillets, centato;l.23, gruund beef 39 t;1.14, milk four cents to 34 cenlatol3cenin, tm~mtoeel0 potatoes 40 casin to 11.~, 
mite off tlv~/. 16. LIhtly canal,.Phone&IS-4312. (pS. reveals centro-cut loin chops 'margar ine in a tub, centy to $2.10, eggs 28 centa cents, bread seven cents to cents to 79 centa nd ~u~r10 tomateasl0cenlsto|cenls, treed. 11 miles from 20) 
Houston. 2 miles from were up in price in nine tomatoes, drilPiP'ind coffee to 11.17, peas 13 cents to 59 72 eedts, potatoes 16 cents to cents to $1.29. Ground bee/ ~ five cants to 49 OnnU 
Sunset Lake. Power, water For' Sale: 1976 Cherokee cities. In Regina, a pound of and apples, cents and coffee eight cents 85 cents, peas five cents to57 dropped 30 cenin to 11.03, and sugar eight cones, to 
chops Jumped $1.10 to $2.50. ~ " The latest price checks .to ~2.68. Cast of the basket centa, poars10centato111.15 margarineelght cents to67 $1.31. W[ener|werodownS0 
~l,500.end3bch'm'ForWaller'moreAsklngln. wldetreck, a rcendlt lo lng.phone 638.1378 (p$.26s) Dayre Peer, general show: was ~A.26, up $2 fromthe and sugar 16 cents to 11.29. ceatsand apples 35 co|lea to cenlsto1;l.M, gro~ndbeeg~4 
formation contact: manager of the Ontario Pork at,John's, Nfld:Round previous month when it was Ccet of the basket was$26.44, 38 cents. Cast of the basket cents to $1.15, inilk one cent 
G.W.Glbeon Producers, said ih an in. steak roast rose 37 cents to $22.26. up 19cents from the preyS'cue was I04.44, up 1;1.18 from to55ceata, brhad three cents August when it was $33.M. to 50 cents, apples 44 cenin te 
45 cents and coffee 10 cenin 1977 Ford F-I~0 400 cu. In. terview he suspected the ;4.10, ground beef 26 cents to QuebecCity:Potatoeeroso month when it was $23.45. Wlnniptg:Wione¢a were 
P.O..Box 1,~1 Auto, PS, PB, air con. increase in pork loin pricee ~2.43, cod five cents to $1.74, 50 cents to $1.19, coffee 74 Ottawa:Pork chops were down40 cents to111.19, round to ~3.19. Cost of the basket Topley, B.C. 
dtlmlng & carpeting. Steel could be attributed to a potatoes one cent to $1.76, cents to $4.02, round steak up 20 cents to $2.49, wieners steak roast 67 cents to $2.33, was $23.91, up $1.28 from 
or beltsdMIchellns.Gre~wlth shostage, tomatoes 41 cents to 11.09, roast 20 cents to ;3.08, 28 centa to $1.55, ground bee~ 
C.F. Glbeon white canopy. Asking t5,250. "A lot of loins are being coffee 86 cents to ;4.85 and wieners 10 cents to ;1.55, 10 cents to $2.18, cod 36 cents potatoes 20 cents to 90 cents, August when it Wll ~il.(~. 
Terrace, B.C. Phone 633.2222. Askfor Cliff. expo~d to Japan Just now," sugar 46 cents to 11.25. Cent milk seven cents to 57 cents, to 11.85, eggs three cents to tomatoeel0conta to~ cam, Vaneeuver:?ematoes 
(nc.aff) 63S.31~S (p~-28S) he said. "That could have of the hasket was ~29.97, up bread elght centa to 53 cents, $1.09, peas 13 cents to 69 peamthreecent~to53centa were dawn 18 cents to 49 
= created a shortage. In ad- ~2.38 from August when it peas ix cents to 49 cents and cents, apples three cents to Porkand coffeechops10reseCenta20 a ta$2.09.to tocents';1.48gr°undand pe beofeight°necenincent 
dition, the retailer has, no was ~7.61. sugar six cents to 111.19. To- 39 cents, pears three cents to ~.7~, ground beef 10;cesta to to 57 cents. Potatoes rose 33 
For Sate: 1we Dodge W150. dol.tht~ put the price up to matoes dropped 10 centa to ;1.19 and sugar five cents to $1.~9, cod six cents to $1.9S, cent,, to ;1.23, wienora 10 56, BUSINESS~ ,ix4P.U. Phone 635.6391from offsotrecentspeeials." cents to ;1.49, wieners 40 58 centa nd apples 50 centa 
8:30 to $ pro. (c3-37S) Peer asid he didn't think to46centa.Costofthebasket 
Halifaz:Cnd was down 50 
$1.19. Round steak roast was margarine four cents to 73 cesta to $1.49, pm'k c l~  10 
OPPORTUNITY cents to 11.58, chicken 10 down 10 cents to $3.38, cents and sugar seven cents cents to $2.60, ceffee lO cents 
• that prices on lower quailty cents to $1.15, potatoes 10 was$25.02, up 99 cents from margarine 15 cents to 69 to $1.~3. Cost of the basket to ~3.58 and sugar14 eonte te 
FOr Sate - Fully equlped 6rand new 1979 250 F~d pork cute would be affected, cents to 11.39, tomatoes 14 
Consumers have - -  = . ,  . .  ,,,. .m " . " . ' ' ' ' -  local conv~nlanceetorewlth plckup 4x4. Free whcellng sinceon]y]oinsa~eexportnd, cents to 45 cents, peas 10 the previous month's $~,I:L 125,07, up 60 cents from the living accommodations, hubs. 350 en01ne. Heavy SUGAR ]NCREAgE8 cents to 49 cents, apples 19 9ortdneaegcodyear.round d~ty suspension. P.s., pJ). Sugar p.,'|cea, which Imve cantsto48eentaandaugar30 Reaina:Chichan rose 60 previous menth whon it was 
turnover. For further In-Phone047.9334(cS.273) remained falrlystableover cents to 89 cents. Ground the  o i l  answer  . . . . .  , .u=, . .  =, ,  
formation contact BOx 1214 the last two years, shoWed beef rosa 20 cents to $2.se, roast ;1.30 to $3.28, wieners -- - 
mreoftho Terrace-Kltlmat 59. MOBILE some marked in=ease in margsrine two centa to $1.05 48 cenis to ;l.48, cnd10 cents HOUSrHOLORrALTY~StI~-~ 
" to ~.~,  eggs eight cents to CaMp[TIt VE S (:ON,' hYl, dl ;1.13, margarine M cents to 
president of the Canadian 123.42, down 11.49 from the ability to meet volunt&ry oil national Energy Agency. $1.29, tomatoes four cesta to O~,N,~ . .~,. ~.  ~#,.  
59 cents, coffee 20 canto to ForFast$erviceCall 
mobile1974 --home.12x683 GlendaleBR plua Sugarb~tarvtew thst"enpr pr i ces Imt i lu te '  sa d in an ~l.91.Fcevi°m onth's total of Hunt is a member of the 13.19 and sugar 38 cent,, to Te~ce 
~.$1. Ground beef ( J~d  4504 Lakelse Avenue utility. Sat up & skirted with have been inching up and Cb~lottetown:pork chops - I 635.7207 
full deck In h-slier park. now higher retail prices rese 50 cents to $3.39, round 
Immaculate condltlun. To reflect that of world raw steak roast 40 cents to $2.98, 
Dally Herald or phone 635. H 0 M E S / -  September. 3P71 (CTFN) Melv i l l  Dav id ;on ,  and bread five cents to 55 . By ANN DUNCAN in 1979 do not exceed levels 
cents. Cost of the basket was PARIS (CP) -- Canada's pledged earlier to the inter- 
import quotas is determined 
largely by individual con- Canadian delegation, led by 
sumers and the vagaries of Energy Minister Ray 
domestic production, Deputy Hnatyshyn, at tnday'a . . . . . .  ~ , - . , ~ ~  
vtew No. 12 • TIm~rleod sngarlevels." EnergyMinlsterDigbyHunt mcetingofleadingindmtrlal 
apples 10 cents to 53 cents said Tuesday. countries to assess 
Trailer Park or phone 638- and augur nix cents to 111.16. "It's going to be tough," 
1953. Wheels Included. (¢5- Wieners weredown50 cents. Hunt said when asked ff 
to $1.49, chicken two cents to Canada would be able to 
He said that higher prices development since the Tokyo MMR TRANSFEr0 
are due in part to recent summit. Other countries / . 
10) hurricane damage in tbe represented are the U.S., Ja-. 
West Indies and record 11.25, eggs three cants to keep a promise made at last pan, West Germany, France, 
1974 Comet GT. Excellent 3 BR trailer, 1~x61 (1955). trading in futures on the New $1.i5, margarine 17 cents to spring's sevencountry Britain and Italy. 
e0ndltlon, ewpatnt[ob. 19~ Plus 8x40' lacy shack. Yerk Stock Exchange in the .~cents, tomatocel0centato economic summit in Tokyo Hnatyshyn held talks 
- 289 hl0h performsnce Flnllhed. Asking 17,500 OBO. last week. 89 cents and coffee 11 cents of ensuring that oil imports Tuesday. with U.S. Energy 
motor, Super Cat fires & Phone 635.$261 for ap- However, Davidson did not ' Secfe-tii~/ Cldries Duncan 
Indy saga. Many other polntment o view. (C5-10) foresee a dramatic increase and Masumi Esaki, Japan's 
~tras.Phonab!5.~000sfler6 as consumers experian¢sd minister of international 
Ixn.' (pS.IO) ' 19/6 24x60 Homco moblle" five years ago when sugar trade and industry. 
~-rrsel-~':~'976~,:.hl~;~,:10,home:inTho.rnhlll. Formore ~'l~l? were st an see . thee EARNINGS . ,  the Tokyo summit, 
!nf.ormMk~:call.Tom.at635. • Prime Minister Joe Clark 
two door. Phone .~_Sd~1 :,~m1.~.(cffn;26.~:79) ..... rresh p~dueeouch as to- .agreed to ensure that 4504 Cedar Cres. Excallsnt nelghbourhood above 
from 8:30 to 5 pro, (c3.27D) 
M atoll trailer court for sale. 
Write to Box 65, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 4B2 or phone 635- 
M0S for further Information. 
(cS.20) 
sateen and apples continued Canada did not exceed oil Arena. 3 bedroom, master ensulte with ~fra room In 
Mx64 Bendix Paramount 2 ~ .be excellentbuys in meat imports projected earlier for full baas.m~t, wall to wall carpeting. Attached double 
19"/9 and to hold over-all gerage, msutsumandwlmd.Asklng$62,000, l=hone635. 1F/3FordCuatom~00.4dour. aRfullyfurnlshed. Klngalze cl~e,,sks ot~rMeY,ee;h ~ ~.o;,d., ^ r BalcolndastrlesLtd., nine 1970, $269,445, loss, no shm'e growth in oil consumption 3223 for Inf~'matlon or appointment o view. 
Rebuilt motor. PS, PB,AT. water bed, deep freeze. Set ,,-~,,~ ~-,~,~, ~-,~-,-.e . . . .  months: 1979, $5,344,000, figure. 
11,100 B0. Phone 638-1320. UP In Sunny Hill Trailer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2.66 a share; 1978, Mice Enterprises Ltd., between 1980 and 1985 at an :~ 
(ctfn-2d-9-79) ~.ourt. Home owner grant I d ;3,164,000, 81.57. three months ended July 31: average of one per cent a . . . .  . ~ ; 
applies. Phone 625.1744 sftsr I I Intermetco Ltd., nine 1979, $549,000, 37 cents a year. ~ ~,<, ~ ~ ~.~ D~ : 
Because domestic oil 1NOM~tong. Phone 6311.8393 5 pro. [p3.283) I " i months ended July 31: i979, share; 1978, ;437,500, 21 production in Canada Is ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ". 
or43S-7,17offlcehours. Ask I DOLLAR I "'501'7~' ~1., a share; cents. 
• I expected to decline sharply :~!i :!:~ ' for Brian. (c3.33S) ~ 1978,$2,1,,764,;1.44. 8oep~e Reaoarces Ltd., in the lg~0-85 period, limlUng ~!!': ~ l r lR  l l l T t i l   AIVA£i:!:i: 
1~/4 Datsun B210. Standard, mobile home, unfurnished, I I N.B. Cook Ca1). Ltd., year three months ended June 30: 
phone 635-5806. (p3-MS) ..... Set up end skirted In local I i ended May 31: 1879, 1979, 1137,601, loss, no share oneinCreaseSper:cent in consumptiOna year .wouldt° .... ::::.:i:: V R I~ IMVBV291a [a l .mV~im~¢t  [~r~_im:i:i:::: : 
trailer park. Ph0ne63S.973fi..1" . "I" :: I ;4;026,39~, 1;1.34._: -a share; : figures; 1979, ;269,601, loss. mean a' 50,000-barvel-a-day :~..:. :=_.._=:..- . . . . . .  ---- , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ - ~ .  
1975GMCSlerra4x4. 8track , dollar in terms of Canadian . ' Canada hsd becn expected to ~::: &i  el i l l  I l o l l  IlllMgt p i l l , )  :::: 
stereo. Good cundltlon. 12x56 Norwestern M.H. funds at 3:30 p.m. £DT import658,.0~_.ba.rrelsa..day i~i II fill 1ortlwlst" ::~i~ 
Askln0 14450. Will accept unfurnished with 10x12' Tuesday was up 3-100 at by 1985, and ularg s plouge "~ " ~:~ 
would reduce that to 600,000, "de .  1"  Buick Skylark, 2 finished [oey Shack. Good 81.1685. Pound ster]Jn~ was REOENT ADDIT IONS FOR PARTS 
cond. Reasonably nrlced omwn 1-20 at ~LS251. barrels. 
door h.t. Good condition, Phone 635-5639 (pS-20s) ' inNewYork, the Canadian . France, Britain, WestGer- I - -  
,kingFolsra, Sl000.3 door h.t.,19/2 8D°dgetrack . dollar was down 1"50 at many and Italy, whose ! 76 bop CJ7 , 
tape deck, new paint and For Sale: 12xd8'2 bedroom $0.8558 and pound sterling TORONTO (CP) -- The General Motors 1 to ,4% supplies have ~,~o ' , *~ 75 Bronco 79 Cougar 
tires, trans, mechanic mobile home with extension was down 1-10 at $2.1610. Toronto stock market was lmperlslOilA% to ;43~k and by the discovery of North 
ipecis, 3900. Will take trade in living room, 1o~ moderately higher at the Canadian Pacific ~ to ;38%. Sea oil, agreed to hold i s -  '77 GM Van '78 Pontiac Win. 
for workable truck. Thllcar f~rnhihed or unful close of active trading MclntyroMineswesup=4 ports to 197~ levees in the 
IS worth $2,068. P1~.638.' ,br lous Inquiries Tuesday~r ,t,..~.,~./.~ .~:~.., , ~,'Ao;~84, Mton Mines ~ to $20 l~80-85perlod. 
The TSE 300 index was up  and Sherries Gordon ~A to " Japan, totally dependent" ": '70F250 Crewcab '78 Chev 4 dr. 
1764or mat  ,1510 Park. (c$. Phone 638.1844 (pS. 1.28 to 1,736.02. ;12~. Dome Minm full 14 to on imported oil, agreedto try 
~)  INVITATION TO Rmnors of more news ;53½ and Ghmt Yellowknife to r~ti'~t imports to bet. 
1974 13x~3bedroom Estate TENDER about oil ecploraUon from 4 to $15. wean 8.3 ,d i l lon and 6.9 178 Ch|v 1/'2 T0n '77 Nova 2 dr. 
1978 Plymouth Fury.. Ex. Deluxe. Set upend skirted In the esat ;~)Mt overcame an Merlsnd E~lerailon ad- mllLlonba~eL~day by 1985, 
rallentcendltlm. P.B.,P.S. SunnyHIIITrallercourtwlih Sealed Tenders endorsed earlierdeofine, veneed 14 to  , ough o.lci.,. ,aid '78 T-Bird '77 Ford Ltd. 
Less than 20,000 miles $4500 k l0  Insulated porch, 8)(25 "Worker's Compensation Volume was 8.07 million Canadian HomestasdOils 4 target might have to he 
phone 635.9612 or view at veranda and work and Board Foundation Werkr, cornered with 3.63 million tol l3 and Quasar Pete ½ to revised depending on ace. ": 
636 2333 2508 Braun. (p5-285) storage shed. Nlcalewnond Terrace, B.C.", wil l be Monday. $18½. CammdhmSuporior0il nomicgrowih, m ' threa flower beds. Phune635. received by Architects Among industrial., Gull declined I~A to" i167 and The U.S. agreed to freeze :- 
1977 Chryller Newport. 4/98 (plO-20) North, at their offices, 203. Canada rose 1% to ;100, Cldoffaln Developments 14 impomatS.Smlllienharrel~ iiii EVUilp 635"3870 . K. or Bill il 
Fully equlppod wlth mcot ,1530 Lazelle Avenue, WhoonecklnduntHesA1%to tolk~0¥,, aday ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  
qHIonL New Mlchelans. FOr Sale: 12X~6 foot Knight Terrace, B.C., up to 4:00 ;19, Banister Continental 1¥4 ' 
Unly 31,000 miles. Asking Waller on large lot 11J~158 p.m. local time Friday, tO 114//4, Weldwood Canada 
17,500 OBO. Phone 632.2425 foot. For further Into please October 12th, 197f. I~ to$244 and Noweco Well ". 
O" 632.53~ (¢3-2",) call 635-5596 or view at 3360 1 to ;41. .: 
1969 Chevatle, Good Year NewellAvecue. (p20.18o) "lhe work shall consist of Husky Oil last 1~, ~,~ CAREER OPPORTUNITIES : 
dearlng snd grubbing, SeeMam Co. 1 ½ to 41½, ~. 
tires on CDN rime. 11 to 1 excavat ion,  concrete :" 
~atonS. ~ Holly cerba, foundation work, backfill, VANCOUVER (CP) -- :'. 
New clutch end pressure sub-soil drainage, rough Priees were mixed in heavy I :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Flete. Weft mslntalned with g'adlng and misted works, trsding Tuesday on the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
many more extras. Phone F ~'~ Vancouver Stock Exchange, Eurocan Pulp and Paper C• Ltd. 
d90-1437 or 535-5500 (cl0-So) ~)  e,,~,c,~,P'~"~" Fo,es,,''~"Y°' Plans, specifications and Volume at  close was /K l t imst  Loggl.~ Division 
Form of Taoder may be 4 ,1899715hares~,  , . .YARD JJIIr~_IjII~ArtACTORNG~IlcBNa~R ,76 Gren Torlno, p.u., p.b., d)tolned at the offices of th  Of shares t~aded,: 145 nd- 
air cond. Includes winter STAND Architect. vanced, 18Q dec];hod abd 155 
radials. Low mileage. TENDING were unehahged. '1  
Asking 14,000 firm. Phone  CONTRACTS Cocumentowlll be available lntheind~trials, B.C. Re; .Hlohleadyerdlnocontractorrsqulredtofe andyard Needed 
7V0.2421 (pS.275) Sealed temders for the for Inspection st the Terrace sources Investnlent CoN. i epproxlmetdy 20,000 cunlts per annum commencing 
following stand tending Construction A|aoclatlon was down .55 at ~195 on 1~0. interested persona should direct Inquiries and l [mmA,e~,m,d-A!  t ,e  
1969 Ford XL.$00, 4 door mnlract(s) will be received Office. 102,125 shares and Great eppilcatlens to: 
auto, In good running con- b/ the Regional Manager, National Land was un- m a u l  
dtlon, t500 Phone 635.4790 Ministry of Forests, Prince Architects North changed at 11.50 on 26,700. ~ l rL~q~k 
(p~231) Rupert, , .C. on the . to ,  =.= ,..,. Ave,, .om en S r. was E U R O C A N  
Ihown below. Terrace, B.C. changed at $20 140n 12,800 : lml lpml lL~ F°l I L l °~ I°AF)EF~ C(::). LTE" C O P Y  
For Sale: 1~i Ford Falcon, 1. Contract S~.S .2  CR VgG IS6 charon and Tam lndastrl.ed Attn. M. Alerlc 
good running condltlm. Located Robinson Lake. was up .lS at t3.45 on 9J00. ~ Logging Superintendent 
Asking 1350 Phon, ,1686 Ranger District Hez.ltm. For: Whonnock Class A .wso  L Kitlm,t Logging Division TYPIST 
(pS.2ds) Number of hectares 10.0. unchangsdat$18 andGmuse P.O. Box 1400 
• Viswlng data October 4th, Worker's Compensation Mountain was unchanged at Klflmat, B.C. 
19/0 2.dr. Datsun 4 slxl. $2S0 1979, leaving Ranger Station Board .TS. vac 2H1 
FIRM. Phone d3S.2134 or 633. at 9:30 a.m, d British Columbia. On the resource and (504) ~t . )  • Thee is I permanent full time 
7144.AskforMIka. (cffn.sff) NOTE:  Viewing of the dOS5 Heather Street, development board, Silver 
stand tending site prior to Vancouver, 6.C. Spring Mining was us- ~.,;.;.;.=.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.;.;.;... . . . . . .  .... . 
58. TRUCKS . tenderslsc°ntract Is mandatory.|Ubmlffingh30p.m. Ootoberale der for this vsz(a3.26s)66.3LeRECREATIONAL shares and Action . ,  . o . . .  ]NEED"- "  " -EXTRA .......................... i , . , , .  F.. ,  .d .o . . , .  
Seller Trade iill The A&W hag two positions ' 
• ::~! open for applicants 
i!il 1 - pert-t ime kitchen employee 
ii! 1 - part-time front end person 
iii HOURS." short evening shift  
iii and 
iii weekend work 
ii i PLEASE APPLY  IN PERSON AT:  
~i!i, , ,  SKEENA N~,LL '. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~.~:~.~ ~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Deadline for receipt of was down .01 at 12,97 on EXTRA 0ASH t |p in l i l  I n lO l l l i l y ,  
70,700. Andex Mines was up 
lath, W/9. .06 at.36 on 81,000 sharce and 
197| Cbev H.T. '/,. 4 speed Tenders must be sub. ~ VEHICLES NnsparResourceswasup.07 Exoellont frin|e benefits, 
Explorer, canq)y, boat rack. misled on the form and In the ...... at $1 on 58,600. Terra Mining 
hck  ladder. 2.way doors, envelopes supplied which, For Sale: 16' alumlnlum and Exploration was up .10 Please phone for an appointment 
Want Bronco ~r Cherokee In with particulars, may be river boat. Phone 624.$193 at 17 and "May-Ralph 
frlda. Obtained from the Forest (d.20s) Resources was up .08 at 
1970 Chovette. Fully Ranger(a) Indicated, or 11.24. and typing test, 
equipped. Mlchallns. L1895. from the Regional Manager, T/Comporsnd a d~Oodge 1 On the curb exchenge, Bel- 
One small bar f r ldp • Like Ministry of Forests, Prince tim. Phone63.5.335o (cff-wed. mont Resources was up .~9 "lFJtl(t(:li.l%lll~l~l 
mw, PhoneaflerSpm. 638- Rupert, B.C. 19.09.79) at.68 on 78,200 shsrex"  o,:'a"y herald 
1744. (p3-285) The lowest or any tender Catalina Energy was up .03 " 
will not ncnemerlly be ac- at $1.81 on 41,200. Shelter Oil 
1975 GMC customized yen. mptsd, and Gas was Ul~ .02 at ll.43 ii! 
P.S., P.B., lot, of .xfras. This c,,I for feeder Is on 37,400 snares and A~.~'W-~ 635 6367 
Must be seen to be ap. under the terms of The For safe permommt hair Monogram Development 
preclahM. Phone 63S-21~i or Canada British Columbia removal. Electolysls by was up .20 at S2.35 on 50,900. m '" 
4,1.t-7144. CUstom Intsrlor and I n t • n s I v a F o r e s t Jackle., Complimentary Paragon Resources wan up 
.06 at.57 and Tunkwa Copper extsrlor paint lob. Ask for Management Agreement. consultstlon. Phone ~t$.79&1. Mining was up .07 at $1.32. -. • 
Mllul. (nc.stf) (a6.30} (c1046S) :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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PONTIAC-BUICK-GMC' DEALERS 
HAVE THE NEWS FOR 1980. 
And here are 6 reasons wh3  
Reduced weight on 
our full-size cars. 
A brand-new 
p, . 
~b 
2-dr. LeSabre Limited 
Just when our competition thought • 
they'd caught up, our full-size cars have been 
aerodynamically redesigned for '80. Still lean and roomy, 
with more formal rooflines. New metric tires allow 
higher inflation pressures for reduced rolling resistance 
compared to last year's radial tires, and longer tire 
life. For 1980, full-size never felt so good! .~..~ 
North ,~r0o "[ran, A,'r, 
America's first 
turbocharged V8. 
Just when sporty driving excitement seemed 
over, Firebird comes out with the guts and 
glory of a 4.9 litre turbochargedV8 It's optional 
and exclusive, with a special turbo hood, on 
the Formula and Trans Am. 
A value-packed 
Pontiac. 
j ~ ":~::::*~::ii~ 
i 
Pontzac Acad0an ~ /  4.door 
Sharp new styling in 
feature-packed 2- and 
4-door Hatchbacks. with a peppy 
1.6 litre OHC 4-cylinder engine, white-striped radials, 
AM radio, console, reclining buckets and more. 
all standard. Pontiac's economy car 
for the value-conscious. 
. 4-d0or Century 
Formal new styling on 4-door Century Sedan, 
Hid-size affordability with Buick @ling and 
luxury throughout. 3.8 litre V6 engine standard, 
turbocharging available on the Coupes and Sedans. 
New times. New Buicks. 
/ 
V8 diesel 
. . . . . .  power. 
Surprisingly quiet, smooth. 
and responsive Diesel 
performance and economy 
is now availableon Parisienne 
Brougham and Parisienne, 
Catalina and Laurentian Safari 
Wagons, LeSabre Estate Wagon 
and all Electra models. 
4-door Parisienne Brougham 
Trucks are  
what we're 
And Rally Wagon when you need room for up tO 12 people. 
At GMC, we're truck people, period, 
Jorne of the ecluiDment shown or mentioned is optlonal at extra cost. 
PBX.280P 
PONTIAC-BIJICK-GMC 
At General Motors, we're committed to leadership in fuel efficiency 
